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1Overview
1.1 Autonomous Systems
1.1.1 Introduction
From the very beginning of conscious existence, mankind has tried to create
tools and routines for its survival. More advanced tools allowed to protect
human beings from environment hazards better and to get resources more
efficiently. This has led to an increase of the free time amount, and this free
time was in turn spent for improvements of tools and routines. The loop of
“perfection of tools and routinesmore free time” was established.
Improvements in work facilitation led to dreams of systems that would
take the whole work from humans over, e.g. magic items or golems, which
carry out duties without human supervision. And finally, the invented tools
became semi-autonomous and even partially conscious with limited rea-
soning. Moreover, recent developments in computer science, especially in
robotics, allowed creation of systems that are autonomous over relatively
long time periods. Hereby, we denote autonomous systems as systems able
to perform designed tasks in dynamic environments without continuous
human guidance. As we state in [Bel12c], the purpose of such systems is to
function stand-alone according to pre-defined strategy, e.g. protecting areas
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or rescuing people in hazards. A typical operation cycle of an autonomous
system in a dynamic environment is presented in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Operation cycle of an autonomous system.
It is obvious that different autonomous systems are autonomous in differ-
ent ways with different degrees of autonomy. We define a fully autonomous
system as a system with abilities to
• acquire information about the surrounding environment;
• function during a planned period of time without human assistance;
• interact with the environment and other systems;
• follow pre-defined and emerging human instructions;
• avoid effects that are harmful for people, property or itself unless it
was specified in the design of the system.
The last two statements are equivalent to the Three Laws of Robotics of Isaac
Asimov [Asi48].
The autonomous task fulfillment and interactions with the environment
over prolonged periods of time is challenging. If the environment as well
as tasks are complex and diversified, correspondingly complex anticipa-
tion and planning are required. Thus, simple immediate responses to the
environment changes, though still vital, are no more sufficient.
1.1.2 Reactivity and Proactivity
We distinguish two types of interaction with the environment. An immediate
reaction to the acquired information, e.g. shifting of center-of-mass during
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balancing, is called reactivity. Reactive behavior allows autonomous systems
to immediately respond to environment changes, especially to time critical
issues and threats, in a direct manner, as human reflexes do (an extended
discussion about this topic is given e.g. in [Ark98] or a multi-robot forma-
tion example is presented in [Bal98]). However, the use of reaction-based
architectures for solving complicated tasks can frequently be problematic
[Lim11]. Complex tasks, such as rescuing people in hazards, require sophis-
ticated anticipation of future changes and situations, thorough decision
making and planning. This kind of complex self-initiated rational reaction
is called proactivity.
The basis for proactive reasoning is a constant situation awareness that is
defined by Endsley [End95] as
the perception of elements in the environment within a volume
of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and
the projection of their status in the near future.
This implies a significant extension of the information processing in the
operation cycle compared to the reactive behavior. A proactive autonomous
system has to thoroughly analyze the available information, understand
present situation and predict changes in the environment and itself. Thus,
such systems have to be intelligent.
1.1.3 Intelligent Autonomous Systems
An unsupervised functioning in an open or hazardous environment for
a prolonged period of time demands corresponding cognition, decision
making and planning, i.e. intelligence. An intelligent autonomous system
was defined within the IBM Autonomic Computing Initiative in [IBM01],
[Kep03] with the following abilities:
• environment-awareness – ability to perceive and know the surround-
ing environment and context;
• self-awareness – ability to know system’s own components, current
status, ultimate capacity and connections to other systems;
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• self-configuration – ability to configure and reconfigure itself under
internal and external changes;
• self-protection – ability to protect itself;
• self-healing – ability to discover and correct faults;
• self-optimization – ability to optimize own working.
It is clear that an intelligent autonomous system has to perform com-
plex cognition and decision making tasks. For example, it has to constantly
optimize the sensors’ configuration in order to acquire as much relevant
information as possible [Ahl02], [Hub09]. Also, it has to identify the informa-
tion deficit relative to given tasks [Bel12b], notice interesting environment
elements and changes [Sch11] and perform task-oriented data-driven ex-
ploration [Küh10]. The acquired information has to be stored along with
pre-defined information in an efficient and robust way for situation and
planning analysis and has to be available to all other subsystems [Bel10],
[Bel12d]. A possible solution to these issues can be a memory structure
containing a dynamic description of the observed environment (dynamic
model) and persistent prior knowledge database, similarly to the short-term
and long-term human memories. A self-optimization can be performed
with a configuration space analysis [Kai11], learning through cognition infer-
ences and references from humans and other autonomous systems [Jäk11],
and extension of the prior knowledge [Kuw13]. The latter can be performed,
for example, if the introduction of a new prior knowledge concept would
reasonably reduce the size of the dynamic description of the relevant envi-
ronment [Bel12d]. Dynamic model and prior knowledge represent a world
model – the complete known information reference about the world with
reasoning means about this information. Thus, the world modeling sub-
system is the central component for all other subsystems and a basis for all
cognition and decision making processes.
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1.2 World Modeling
1.2.1 Introduction
The functioning of an intelligent autonomous systems requires constant sit-
uation awareness and cognition analysis. The basis for such awareness and
analysis is the central memory structure, called world modeling subsystem.
It contains a description of the surrounding environment, conformed to
prior knowledge, and serves as an information hub for all other subsystems
[Bel10]. The information input for the world description can be provided
by sensors and cognition modules. In order to clearly understand the place
of the world modeling within the autonomous system, it is useful to have a
global outline of the subject area, namely, to define relevant realms, domains
and their relations.
1.2.2 Realms and System Domains
We define autonomous system global structure by specifying distinct realms
and domains (Fig. 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: Autonomous system domains.
We distinguish two realms: the real world and the intelligent autonomous
system itself. The real world contains a world of interest (WoI) domain,
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which represents a spatio-temporal section of the surrounding environment
relevant to the autonomous system. The autonomous system acquires data
about the world of interest by sensors and interacts with it by actuators. Do-
main of sensors is responsible for the raw data acquisition, pre-processing of
data (e.g. 3D spacing of video stream) and converting these data to useful in-
formation (e.g. target position). The acquired information is directed to the
world modeling subsystem, which contains WoI description and serves as a
global information hub for all other subsystems, e.g. cognition and planning
modules. The latter assess situations, plan future actions and give orders
to actuators. Some autonomous system components can visualize its own
information on monitors. Thus, we have 6 domains under consideration, all
of them except actuators are related to the world modeling.
The presented domains scheme describes most architectures of intelligent
autonomous systems. Before defining the world modeling subsystem in
detail, it is vital to introduce basic notions and terminology for relevant
domains.
1.2.3 Notions and Terminology
The dedicated notions and terminology are introduced in our work [Bel12d]
as follows. We refer to the elements of the world of interest as entities. An
entity can be movable (e.g. person), stationary (e.g. room) or non-material
(e.g. alarm). An example of an object-oriented decomposition of WoI rele-
vant to surveillance systems is presented in Fig. 4.8. We call virtual elements
of the world model, corresponding to real entities, as representatives. Each
representative describes a hypothesis about an entity, in particular, there
can be several representatives to one entity as a result of ambiguity or clut-
ter. The representatives are populating a dynamic world model, which is
a description of the world of interest. While the dynamic world model has
to be kept slim (due to processing complexity), prior knowledge back-end
has to contain most complete information about the world for giving se-
mantic meaning to representatives and extending them with additional
information.
Each attribute of an entity is given by an attribute description in the world
model. In order to cope with uncertainties, we suggest that such descriptions
be probability distributions over possible values. A representative contains
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a set of attribute descriptions obtained from observations or inferences. The
attribute descriptions can be persistent (mostly time-invariant, e.g. person
name or table length) and variable (changing over time, e.g. a position of a
car).
Entities within the world of interest are often related to each other. The
corresponding links, called relation descriptions, connect representatives
to each other. Relation descriptions can be quantitative (e.g. the distance
between representatives) or qualitative (e.g. the fact that one representative
is a part of another one).
A consolidation of attribute and relation descriptions of a representative
is called state estimate, which is a description of the corresponding entity’s
state conformed to prior knowledge and operational tasks.
Groups of representatives can form complex bounded constellations.
We denote a momentary snapshot of the dynamic world model as a scene
[Ghe08]. A time sequence of scenes, called an episode, represents an evo-
lution of the dynamic world model with a given time quantum (Fig. 1.3).
Episodes can be valuable, enabling temporal analysis that is vital for many
complex inferences.
A qualitative assessment of scenes and episodes allows for semantic in-
terpretations of the constellations of representatives. A result of such as-
sessment can be a symbolic conclusion, called a situation – a compact and
essential description of the scene at hand. Although many attribute and
relation descriptions could be lost here, the simplicity of such description
allows for an instantaneous scene interpretation by a human or planning
subsystem and results in situation awareness. One of the simplest situations
is a qualitative assessment of a representative’s state, for example PERSON
IS SMILING. More complex situations involve an analysis of relation de-
scriptions (e.g. TWO PERSONS HAVE A CONVERSATION) or temporal inferences
(conclusions about prolonged activities, e.g. PERSON IS DANCING). Situations
can be inferred from other situations, e.g. if several persons are dancing and
several other are drinking beer, the inferred situation can be PARTY. A found
situation is assigned to concrete scenes and has to be verified at later scenes.
This qualitative assessment is discussed in our work [Bel12d]. A connection
of relations and situations is presented in Figure 1.4.
We have introduced now sufficient vocabulary and enough notions about
the subject to describe our ideas. However, it would be advantageous to
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review existing publications in the field of world modeling. The existing
works often serve as a basis for new advances, i.e. by defining which methods
and concepts exist and which problems and challenges are awaiting our
attention. Also, a rational assessment of new ideas can be performed in the
context of existing works. Thus, our research of the world modeling starts
with an overview of existing solutions and technologies, i.e. with an overview
of the state of the art in the field of interest.
1.3 State of the Art
1.3.1 Introduction
Due to computational and engineering complexity, modern intelligent auto-
nomous systems are limited to a concrete set of tasks [Bel10]. For example,
autonomous vehicles perform exploration, localization and path planning,
limiting the world modeling subsystem to consider only geometrical and
topological aspects of the environment (the problem of simultaneous local-
ization and mapping – SLAM). Another example – an autonomous reception-
ist and a medical assistant robot classify surrounding entities and situations
for reactive decision making. In general, we distinguish the following types
of autonomous systems:
• stationary platforms – immovable systems for manufacturing, medical
assistance, etc.;
• mobile platforms – maneuverable units for military and rescue opera-
tions, many bionic systems, etc.;
• systems of simple multi-agents – so-called swarms, multiple miniatur-
ized sensor-actor agents;
• systems of intelligent multi-agents – surveillance systems, football
robotic teams, etc.;
• humanoid robots – robots with human-like appearance for service,
entertainment and other purposes.
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1.3.2 Existing Intelligent Autonomous Systems
Stationary Platforms
Stationary autonomous platforms, such as radars, manufacturing robots
for production lines (e.g. KUKA robot [KUK08] in Fig. 1.5) or surgery robots
as a tabletop system at Duke University [Rog09]), are designed to perform
usually one given task.
Figure 1.5: Stationary platform: KUKA robot hand for autonomous deflectro-
metric inspection of varnish coating at IES laboratory [Leh11].
Mobile Platforms
There are many mobile platforms developed for autonomous exploration,
tracking, cargo carriage and military operations (e.g. in Fig. 1.6). A typical
example is one of the first driverless cars VaMP, which was able to drive
in heavy traffic for long distances autonomously [Dic94]. The Grand Chal-
lenge [Bue07] in 2005 and the Urban Challenge [Bue10] in 2007 organized
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by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) demonstrated
that the technology has reached the level of fully autonomous drive of hun-
dreds kilometers off-road by cars, passing narrow tunnels and more than
100 sharp turns, or tens kilometers of urban area obeying traffic regulations
while dealing with traffic and obstacles. Another example is the Legged
Squad Support System [DAR08] designed by Boston Dynamics and DARPA –
a legged robot, which represents a packhorse for military operations, with
up to 180 kg payload and following a human lead on most of terrains and
complex environments autonomously. Yet another example is the Auto-
nomous Multisensoric Robots for Security Applications (AMROS) system
(Fig. 1.6b), currently developed at Fraunhofer IOSB [Fra08] – an autonomous
mobile robotic system for multi-sensor in-/outdoor surveillance of building
complexes [Emt07]. The mobile platforms are not limited to ground vehicles
– there is a variety of aerial [Non10], [Seg11] (e.g. in Fig. 1.6a) to underwater
[Gri02] systems available.
In addition to the “usual” mobile platforms with strong data acquisition
and maneuvering abilities, there are platforms designed for advanced cog-
nitive information processing. For example, service robotics is focused on
development of museum guides, receptionists and companions (e.g. BIRON
mobile platform [Haa04]).
Systems of Simple Multi-Agents
We call a multiple-agent system, consisting of many most simple and inex-
pensive mobile units, as a swarm. While each unit possesses only limited
abilities, connections between swarm members allow for decentralized hive
intellect and behavior. In principle, swarm robotics is suited for cheap
design tasks, such as mining, pipes inspection or vermin extermination.
Additionally, such miniaturized robots can be applied in micromachinery or
be injected into living beings for distributed sensing and delicate manipula-
tions. Notable examples of the swarm robotics are the Swarmanoid [Dor11]
and the Kilobot [Rub12] projects.
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(a) Aerial reconnaissance drone;
©Fraunhofer IOSB, photo Manfred Zentsch
(b) AMROS robot for autonomous
patrolling and SLAM;
(c) AMROS SLAM world model: re-
constructed floor map with robot’s
path (green) and free space (black).
©Fraunhofer IOSB, courtesy Thomas Emter
Figure 1.6: Mobile platform examples.
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Systems of Intelligent Multi-Agents
The intelligent multi-agent systems include e.g. smart distributed surveil-
lance systems. One such system is Network Enabled Surveillance and Track-
ing (NEST) [Bau09b] (Fig. 1.7), developed at Fraunhofer IOSB. It usually
contains multiple mobile and stationary components that are complex and
distributed. Mobile sensor devices, such as airborne miniature drones (e.g.
Fig. 1.6a) or wheeled patrolling platforms (e.g. Fig. 1.6b), are intended to
(autonomously) scout the assigned area while stationary sensors (for exam-
ple, wall-mounted cameras and microphones) constantly monitor the same
area. Centralized processing nodes fuse the incoming multi-modal sensory
data into a single world model, estimate target attributes and environment
situation and project them into the future. Another example is a robot team
for absolutely autonomous work and cooperation, e.g. Robocup [Rob08]
teams.
Figure 1.7: Cameras and monitors of the Network Enabled Surveillance and
Tracking (NEST) system.
©Fraunhofer IOSB, photo Manfred Zentsch
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Humanoid Robots
A humanoid robot (android) is one of the most complex and advanced in-
telligent autonomous system concepts. The ultimate goal in this research
area is the creation of an anthropomorphic robot that is similar in appear-
ance and cognitive abilities to a human. This means, it has to contain all
mechatronic components within a human-like body and to use two cam-
eras, microphones and tactile and inertial sensors only. Moreover, most
human-like reactive and proactive reactions have to be reproduced, as well
as presence of the constant situation awareness, robust decision making and
flexible learning. At last, it has to perform social interactions with people
and other robots and ensure their safety.
The humanoid robots were always the very special goal, like creation of an
“artificial self”. Notwithstanding, it is still an extremely difficult task, though,
modern technologies render this challenge as an “asymptotically achievable”
goal. Nowadays, many research institutes and companies are working on
the creation of the most advanced androids.
The purposes of the creation and intended application fields of the an-
thropomorphic robots, however, are various. This naturally comes from
a need of a significant outcome from massive investments and complex
research and impossibility of creation of a universal intelligent robot equal
to human in the nearest future. For example, the United States pay great at-
tention to the possibility in principle of creating of humanoid robots as well
as of (para)military humanoid robots. Modern US military programs once
focused on autonomous mobile platforms (e.g. already mentioned DARPA
Grand and Urban Challenges) have turned their attention to humanoid
robots, which shall replace human soldiers and excel enemy forces in future
battlefields. The examples for it are DARPA Autonomous Robot Manipula-
tion (ARM) Robot [DAR10], Vecna Technologies Battlefield Extraction-Assist
Robot (BEAR) [Vec05], and Virginia Tech College of Engineering, Robotics
and Mechanisms Laboratory funded by DARPA Cognitive Humanoid Au-
tonomous Robot with Learning Intelligence (CHARLI) [Lah08] or its Navy
version developed with US Naval Research Laboratory – Shipboard Autono-
mous Firefighting Robot (SAFFiR). Another Navy humanoid robot example
is Lucas and its female counterpart, Octavia. Moreover, in order to stimulate
the humanoid robots development, DARPA had organized the Robotics Chal-
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lenge 2012-2013. To this end, Boston Dynamics had delivered a hardware
platform for all contestants – a bipedal robot PETMAN. It is able to move
dynamically like a real person, sweat, and execute complex tasks in danger-
ous, degraded, human-engineered environments. Much of its technology
was derived from DARPA’s sponsored BigDog platform. There is also a space
program robot developed by NASA Johnson Space Center – the Robonaut
[Amb00].
In contrast to the USA, research groups in Asia are focused on humanoid
robots with perfect maneuvering abilities – bipedal platforms that can run
and dance, play musical instruments and work at bars, express emotions
during conversations and help at information centers. The most famous
example is the Honda Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility (ASIMO) (pre-
ceded by robots of E and P series) [Hon07]. Initially planned to be a helper to
people, it was turned, due to enormous complexity of arising challenges, to
a platform for sensor-actor research and development. For example, ASIMO
can walk and run, recognize moving objects, faces, postures, gestures, its sur-
rounding environment, different sounds and speech. All these abilities are
unfortunately limited to simple cases. Another examples are TOSY Ping Pong
Playing Robot (TOPIO) [TOS10] or TOPIO Dio by TOSY Robotics, Humanoid
Robotics Project (HRP) [Kan08] by Japanese collaboration of government
and industry institutions, and Toyota Violin-playing robot [Kus08]. There
are androids with human-like appearance, mimic and gestures, for example,
Geminoid HI-1 [Nis07] and Geminoid F, Repliee Q2 [Mat05], and EveR-2
[Ahn11].
The humanoid robots mainstream in Europe is robots with strong cog-
nition abilities (e.g. household anthropomorphic robots) or technical plat-
forms for entertainment and research purposes. One of the examples is
the AnthRopomorphic Multi-Arm-Robot (ARMAR) [Asf06] (Fig. 1.8) created
within the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) Collaborative Research
Center 588 “Humanoid Robots – Learning and Cooperating Multimodal
Robots” [Deu08]. This robot is able to put dishes into a dishwasher or bring
apple juice from a fridge upon a speech command. Another example, is
the famous Nao robot developed by Aldebaran Robotics. Created initially
for entertainment, this robot had progressed rapidly and became a tech-
nological platform for many research groups over the world, as well as the
main platform for the Robot Soccer World Cup (Robocup) Standard Platform
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League (SPL) since 2008. In 2010, Nao performed a synchronized dance at
the Shanghai Expo in China. One more example is a universal anthropomor-
phic platform REEM [Tel08] by PAL Robotics.
Figure 1.8: ARMAR of the 3rd generation.
1.3.3 Existing World Modeling Architectures
Introduction
Modeling of the world of interest is in essence modeling of heterogeneous
information. Formal methods for doing so are based on semantic networks,
first-order logic and formal languages [Rus10]. Practical implementations
involve ontologies, object-oriented and probabilistic approaches, e.g. dis-
cussed in [Iso01], [Sir07], [Cos08], [Ghe08], [Pap08], [Bau09a].
As we mention in [Bel10] and [Bau10a], the proposed approaches in mod-
eling of the environment are domain-specific and usually not extendable to
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other applications. Even the modeling for mobile platforms is not yet solved,
for example, [Fur10] states:
Although numerous solutions have been developed for mod-
eling the environment of autonomous robots and/or off-road
autonomous vehicles, no solution or proposal has yet been
published, which is capable of modeling all relevant aspects
of urban roads, which are required for autonomous city ve-
hicles safely operating in non-simplified urban traffic condi-
tions . . . For example, the developers of the DARPA Urban Chal-
lenge winning vehicle BOSS observed that their traffic represen-
tation was not sufficient to make intelligent driving decisions
compared to human drivers. Furthermore, Junior’s developers
(2nd place) noticed that their vehicle, and probably any other
vehicle competing in this race would not be able to cope with a
realistic city traffic environment.
This comes from the fact that modern autonomous systems are challenged
by limited possibilities within complex engineering, i.e. by tasks that over-
whelm the available computer processing power within time critical sce-
narios [Bel12b]. For anthropomorphic service robotics, [Bee10] makes the
following statement about knowledge management frameworks:
We investigate autonomous robot control systems that enable
robots to perform complex everyday manipulation activities
in human living environments. Such control systems are, for
instance, needed for autonomous household robots. The de-
sign, implementation, and deployment of robot control sys-
tems for such complex applications is a challenging and intense
programming task that requires powerful software tools. To
respond to these needs, a number of middle-ware software
libraries that support the development of distributed modu-
lar control systems have been developed. These middleware
systems include ROS [Qui09], Player [Ger03], Yarp [Fit08], and
Orocos [Smi08]. There is, however, a lack of powerful software
tools that enable programmers to effectively and efficiently im-
plement higher-level capabilities such as learning, knowledge
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processing, and action planning into the robot control programs
to produce more flexible, reliable and efficient behavior.
At the beginning of robotics, there existed modeling systems for very
specific applications only (e.g. refer to an overview in [Ang92]). Most of
those and even of later works have considered only spatial modeling, e.g.
occupancy grid map [Thr03], [Har04], [Emt10]. However, the difference in
purposes and worlds of interest has led to a diversity in world modeling.
Exempli gratia, [Iso01] has proposed an object-oriented world modeling
for simulation of virtual environments and system engineering within the
financial domain only. The work [Pap08] has described a dynamic, object-
oriented modeling relevant for cooperative vehicles. An analysis of urban
traffic world modeling for autonomous cars is presented, for example, in
[Ben06] but also limited to static and dynamic obstacles.
Since tasks assigned to robots become increasingly challenging, the mod-
eling subsystems evolve in the direction of growing complexity and appli-
cability. For example, [Die12] discusses a separation of sensory data and
world models. [Cau00] considers psychological principles for perceiving,
modeling and abstracting information. Nevertheless, there is still no uni-
versal knowledge representation and processing platform suitable to cope
with modeling of realistic environments. Due to arising application-scope
limitations, we will consider existing approaches categorized by intelligent
autonomous system types.
World Modeling for Simple Multi-Agent Systems and Static Platforms
The complexity of world modeling architectures is proportional to complex-
ity of autonomous systems. For example, swarm members are technically
limited to elementary motion and cooperation activities. Thus, the world
model contains information sufficient for a few reactive responses, like find-
ing bounding boxes of environment entities, planning a path or tracking
a target. Another example is a stationary platform, which is bound to stay
at the same location. Since only reactive behavior in a restricted world of
interest is required, the world modeling system is rudimentary. Moreover,
matching of world model elements to real entities is straightforward due
to artificial functioning conditions and thorough calibration. Such world
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model usually contains geometry information of entities under considera-
tion and of the proximity environment required for the task fulfillment and
for safety considerations.
World Modeling for Mobile Platforms
Mobile platforms have to be robust and maneuverable, performing a limited
set of complex activities such as tracking in dense clutter and autonomous
exploration. Modern world modeling systems are often oriented to SLAM,
path analysis, entities tracking and collision avoidance. The absence of
artificial conditions for functioning and pre-calibration lead to extensive
employment of data association and fusion algorithms.
One of the goals of the world modeling of autonomous mobile platforms
is an appropriate description of the world of interest suitable for exploration,
reconnaissance and patrolling. A typical example is the SLAM world mod-
eling architecture of AMROS [Emt10]. During an exploration, the AMROS
robot (Fig. 1.6b) is reconstructing an environment map, represented as an
occupancy grid. The modeling describes each cell cx,y with coordinates x, y
with an occupancy probability p(cx,y )= ox,yk /i
x,y
k , where i
x,y
k denotes num-
ber of inspections of the cell before the time moment k and ox,yk number of
times that the cell has been found occupied. Hereby, the self-localization
and cartography are affected by sensor uncertainties, e.g. by errors in odom-
etry estimation due to wheel slipping. The SLAM random variables (e.g.
path~x , control input ~u, measurement~z) and dependencies between the
state variables are modeled as a Dynamic Bayes Network, following con-
cepts in [Thr05], and updated by Bayesian Filtering (i.e. Extended Kalman
Filter). The SLAM algorithm estimates posterior probability distribution
p(~xk ,Θ|~zk ,~uk ,nk ), where index k denotes all elements up to time moment
k, Θ is a set of N landmarks and n represents associations between obser-
vations and landmarks. The path estimate is managed by a particle filter
(FastSLAM), with each particle representing a hypothesis for the true path
of the robot.
Another example is given in [Mat08] and [Mat10] for intelligent sensors/ac-
tuators control. In these works, spatio-temporal probabilistic information
about targets is stored in a dynamic transient world model and updated
by Bayesian filtering. The interest Θ in the target is estimated by a condi-
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tional probability P (Θks |F ks (Θk−1s )Ak (s)), where time-dependent functions F
and A assign weights to the target s according to the spatial proximity and
goal-dependent attentional salience respectively.
World Modeling for Intelligent Multi-Agent Systems
Usually, modeling architectures for multi-agent systems are complex and
sophisticated. Such systems are designed for tasks that imply situation
awareness and decision making. For example, the configuration of each
sensor (e.g. drone position and orientation) has to be constantly optimized
for the information flow enrichment taking into account possible config-
urations of other sensors. Additionally, multi-modal information fusion
with non-zero network latency has to be performed real time as well as
sophisticated inferences has to be made for a situation assessment.
Since intelligent multi-agent systems imply cooperation of many agents,
the world model can be shared among different devices and allow team
behavior. As discussed in [Vla01], shared world models in a multi-agent sys-
tem have to be mutually consistent between agents, support team modeling
and coordination. A formalism for such description can be a multi-agent
Markov decision process [Bou96] extended for team roles [Spa02] and team
members mutual behavior modeling [Kok02]. Such formalism is presented
in [Vla01] as follows: a multiagent Markov decision process with roles is
defined as a tuple < S, N , M , {Am}m∈M ,F,Pr,R >, where S denotes a set of
world states, N a set of agents, M a set of roles, Am a set of actions {am}
associated with role m, F : S×N 7→M is a role assignment function (each
agent receives only one role), Pr : S× AF (s,1)× . . .× AF (s,n) 7→ [0,1] is a transi-
tion function that defines probability of resulting state sk+1 after executing
action aF (st ,i ) in the state sk by i ∈N , and R is a reward function for reaching
state s. In this definition, a role m specifies the desired behavior of the agent
by defining the set of possible actions Am and its policy. Thus, each agent
can perform planning and decision making taking into account its role and
the current world state updated by rare synchronizations and affected by
cooperation with teammates. This mutual modeling of teammates’ behavior
is vital, for example, when the present world state is not fully observable by
some agents. Hereby, each agent has a probability distribution for the state
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at hand for e.g. predicting next action of another agent according to known
policy.
An example of a practical realization of a shared world modeling is dis-
cussed in [Vla01] and [Gro01] as follows: a shared world modeling gathers
and delivers information about the environment taking into account clutter
and communication network malfunctions. The set of modeling entities
includes static elements (e.g. topology) and moving entities (e.g. teammate
robots and other robots). Each robot infers its own state (position, orienta-
tion, and velocity) from observations of static elements using a Kalman or
particle filter.
The difference between shared and single-robot world modeling is in the
fact that each robot observes other teammate robots, as well as areas or
entities occluded for single robots. This information is exchanged between
robots of the team and fused into their own world models. Particularly,
in the case of RoboCup robot soccer competition, each robot estimates a
combined state~S
k = [~X k ,~Ok ,~Bk ], where ~X k = {~xki }, i = 1, . . . ,4 denotes state
(composed by position, orientation, velocity) of four teammate robots at
time step k, ~O
k
is the state of opponents, and ~B
k
is the state of the ball
(position and velocity). Hereby, the modeling implies two known stochastic
models: a state transition model p(~S
k |~Sk−1) that describes kinematics of the
robots and the ball (prior knowledge about system parameters combined
with odometry data), and an observation model p(~Y
k |~Sk ), where ~Y k =
{~yki } denotes collaborative observation of teammate robots (processed CCD
camera images). According to Bayes’ rule, the state estimate is derived as
p(~S
k |~Y k )=αp(~Y k |~Sk )
∫
p(~S
k |~Sk−1)p(~Sk−1|~Y k−1)d~Sk−1, (1.1)
where α is a normalizing constant.
Since observation vector~yki = [~yki (e),~yki (~x ,~o,~b)] is a composition of ob-
served static environment and observed moving entities, the self-localization
is computed by
p(~xki |~yki (e))∝ p(~yki (e)|~xki )
∫
p(~xki |~xk−1i )p(~xk−1i |~yk−1i )d~xk−1i . (1.2)
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If~ykj (~x i ) (an observation from teammate robot j of the robot i ) is available,
the self-localization estimate can be improved by treating the state estimate
in Eq. 1.2 as prior
p(~xki |~ykj (~x i ))∝ p(~ykj (~x i )|~xki )p(~xki |~yki (e))
= p(~xki |~yki (e))
∫
p(~ykj (~x i )|~xkj ,~xki )p(~xkj )d~xkj .
(1.3)
The team work requires robust and efficient network communication
between teammates. Due to network malfunctions and delays, a lag filtering
is applied. To this end, each robot maintains a history of state posteriors
that are corrected (history revision) upon receiving of an observation from
teammates.
Similar approach for a team world modeling is given in [Göh07]. Hereby,
the state estimate (topology and geometry information) is described within
a Hidden Markov Model with information fusion performed by a particle
filter.
World Modeling for Humanoid Robots
Since the main research goal in the field of androids is to develop robots most
similar to human beings, the intended capabilities imply most advanced
cognition, reasoning and planning. The capabilities and the performance
of the world modeling subsystem have to be similar to those of human
memory. Such a system is currently not feasible, thus, researchers limit
the world modeling to some realistic scenarios, e.g. fetching objects from
shelves, going upstairs, loading dishwashers or playing football as team.
There are few research attempts dedicated to complex multi-purpose
world modeling. For example, [Hsi03] and [Roy04] have presented a world
modeling system within a 3D simulation. The simulation architecture is sim-
ilar to the Open Dynamic Engine [ODE06a], which is a rigid body dynamics
framework for world modeling in terms of spatial information (including
shapes), colors, masses and forces. The simulation itself allows for complex
modeling sufficient for non-trivial scene analysis (e.g. interpreting human
commands as “bring me a red cup from the right”). Unfortunately, this
simulation allows only fixed scenarios with pre-defined scenes.
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A system for combined modeling and recognizing of entities is presented
in [Kri13]. In this work, authors have discussed an active exploration for
scenes of partially known entities and exploration approaches for autono-
mous modeling of unknown areas. However, the proposed approach is
limited to the spatial information only.
The research group of Prof. Beetz at Bremen University has tried to
broaden possible application fields for humanoid robotics. To this end,
they focused on generalizing the world modeling subsystem for performing
“everyday activities”. A complete discussion of meaning of everyday activities
in relation to robotics is given in [And95] (this includes e.g. rational bounds
for information absorption and control over environment). The research
group in Bremen has narrowed the analysis of everyday activities to those
that satisfy the following restrictions [Win13]:
1. complex tasks that are both common and mundane to the agent per-
forming them;
2. those about which an agent has a great deal of knowledge, which
comes as a result of the activities being common;
3. those at which adequate or satisfactory performance rather than ex-
pert or optimal performance is required.
They have created a modeling system called CRAM (m) (Cognitive Robot
Abstract Machine), described in [Bee10] and [Win13]. In particular, CRAM
employs KnowRob [Ten09], which is a knowledge processing system, par-
ticularly designed for autonomous personal robots, providing knowledge
required for taking decisions. The paper [Bee10] describes KnowRob as
“a first-order knowledge representation based on description logics and
provides specific mechanisms and tools for action-centric representation,
for the automated acquisition of grounded concepts through observation
and experience, for reasoning about and managing uncertainty, and for
fast inference – knowledge processing features that are particularly nec-
essary for autonomous robot control.” However, due to its logic-oriented
nature, KnowRob can be classified as a task-dedicated framework for mobile
robotics and is not suitable for an abstract world description.
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JDL Data Fusion Model
In 1985 the U.S. Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) Data Fusion Group
developed a data fusion model for categorizing data fusion-related func-
tionality. This model represents a formal architecture for data fusion, world
modeling and cognition systems. According to this model, the domain of
information sources (radars, databases, etc.) serves as the input, and the
domain of human-computer interfaces (HCI) as output connected to the
data fusion domain. The latter contains information processing levels. In
1998, Steinberg et al. presented an extended variant of the JDL model [Ste98]
that is depicted in the Figure 1.9. In this article, the authors distinguish
between the following processing levels:
• level 0 (sub-object data assessment) – estimation and prediction of
signals/representative states on the basis of “raw” sensory data;
• level 1 (object assessment) – estimation and prediction of represen-
tative states on the basis of pre-processed information and dynamic
model contents;
• level 2 (situation assessment) – estimation and prediction of relations
among entities;
• level 3 (impact assessment) – estimation and prediction of effects
on situations of planned or estimated/predicted actions by the par-
ticipants, in order to include interactions and action plans of agent
groups;
• level 4 (process refinement) – adaptive data acquisition and processing
for supporting mission objectives.
A detailed discussion of this formal modeling description is given in [Lig09].
Modeling of Relations
Many researchers attempt to model limited environments, thus, the devel-
oped models are suitable for a narrow set of tasks. Typically, such models
contain only one or two semantic networks, such as geometrical and func-
tional primitives [Riv95] or spatial hierarchies with additional attributes
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Figure 1.9: The JDL data fusion model [Ste98].
(color, weight) [Fri98], [Rie97], [Rog03]. Some researchers have analyzed
relations in a broader meaning, such as contextual relations and relations
presented as situations. For example, some ideas of modeling situations are
presented in [Fis11]. The situation assessment can be based on the Hidden
Markov Model [MD09], but this approach is dependent on training samples.
[Gli06] has discussed Markov random fields employed to model contextual
relationships and maximum a posteriori labeling to infer intentions.
Prior Knowledge Employment Examples
We distinguish several prior knowledge types:
1. intrinsic prior knowledge – methods for sensory information pro-
cessing, information association and fusion, evolution models and
inference processing. Additionally, it contains a scheme of attributes,
describing known types of attributes (precision, coordinate system
with reference, color space, etc.);
2. topology – an environment map;
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3. concepts – known types, entities, constraints, etc.
Intrinsic Prior Knowledge Any intelligent autonomous system employs
the first mentioned type – the intrinsic prior knowledge. The intrinsic prior
knowledge declares modeling attributes: what attributes are under consid-
eration, what is the information representations form and units, etc. It gives
a basis for information processing and management, as well as semantics
for involved attribute descriptions. For example, [Rus10] suggests formal
description of values with unit functions that take a number as argument,
e.g.:
Leng th(L1)= Inches(1.5)=Centi meter s(3.81). (1.4)
Topology Topological data have to be modeled when e.g. the environment
is known a priori or when the system performs SLAM. For example, all pa-
trolling robots, many static platforms and humanoid robots model topology
data required for operational and safety information processing. Many
multi-agents systems, such as surveillance systems or football robotic teams,
contain thorough topology description that enables the situation aware-
ness. For example, [Göh08] and [Göh09] propose a constraints based world
modeling for robot navigation within an environment of known topology
(i.e. football field). A set of formal rules reduces the space of possible con-
figurations. Additionally, the inconsistency and the ambiguity of data are
quantified for constraints processing.
For intelligent mobile platforms, a pre-defined topology information “in-
cludes all of information which is available in advance, before the autono-
mous vehicle starts its journey. This includes for example a planned travel
path, coordinates of intersections and roundabouts, and/or other relevant
information about the road infrastructure, such as the number of traffic
lanes” [Fur10]. This information can be presented in a formal format, like
Route Network Definition File (RNDF). The persistent knowledge about the
topology of the world of interest can be created during the autonomous
system operation. Different algorithms, commonly named simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM), are dedicated to this thematic, e.g. refer
to [Dis01], [Dav04].
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Concepts A modeling of concepts allows for classification and re-recognition
of entities, as well as reducing configuration space with pre-defined rules
and constraints. However, due to theoretical and computational complexity,
researchers focus the analysis and development on a limited set of function-
ality. Most of the state of the art entity recognition methods are based either
on sensor data or on models. Sensor data-based recognition can be local or
global.
The global methods rely on prior knowledge containing a complete data-
set describing an entity under consideration, e.g. appearance of an object
from all possible directions or its 3D model [Kas13]. This data-set is com-
pared to actual observations by e.g. an analysis of sizes and color histograms
[Mac10a] or employing a Viola-Jones detector [Vio01].
The local methods represent an entity as a set of local features defined a
priori that have to be matched during the recognition process (as discussed
e.g. in [Shi94], edges detector in [Har88]). These local features are repre-
sented by feature descriptors, within e.g. Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [Low04] or Speeded Up Robust Feature (SURF) [Bay08] frameworks.
The model-based recognition employs geometrical, functional and other
models, allowing methods such as e.g. Pose from Orthography and Scaling
with ITerations (POSIT) [Dem95] or other that are introduced in this thesis.
An overview of sensor data-based or model-based recognition (and hereby
relevant representation of the prior knowledge) in application specific cases
is given e.g. in [Kas13]. In the following chapters we discuss general cases
for information modeling and entities recognition over arbitrary attributes.
Since we are dealing with complex concepts possibly in open world set-
up, it is necessary to structure the available information. A necessity of
hierarchical concepts representation e.g. in form of an ontology (refer to
Section 3.4.3), as well as philosophical discussion and practical approaches
overview of a general-purpose ontologies are provided in [Rus10]. Hereby,
the authors have mentioned four development ways: ontologies created
by ontologists/logicians [Len90], by importing information from existing
databases (e.g. Wikipedia) [Biz09], by parsing text documents [Ban08], by
enticing people to enter commonsense knowledge (e.g. within Web 2.0
concept) [Sin02],[Chk05]. Also, [Rus10] argues about the employment of
classes of objects (i.e. categories) as follows:
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The organization of objects into categories is a vital part of
knowledge representation. Although interaction with the world
takes place at the level of individual objects, much reasoning
takes place at the level of categories. For example, a shopper
would normally have the goal of buying a basketball, rather
than a particular basketball such as BB9. Categories also serve
to make predictions about objects once they are classified.
The need for ontology modeling is discussed in detail in [Gan02]. In particu-
lar, the suggested goal of ontologies is to define concepts vital for knowledge
representation in a given context. Also semantics must be associated with
defined concepts, e.g. by specifying axioms.
A connection of prior knowledge (in form of an ontology) to dynamic
models is discussed e.g. for deterministic categorization in [Men05] and
[Go05]. To this end, the ontology is conveniently specified with the Ontology
Web Language (OWL). The application of ontologies in the field of spatial
and topology representation, as well as navigation is presented in [Rem98],
[KB05] and [Bat04].
The prior knowledge can also include constraints and rules for concepts
and elements of the dynamic model. Such constraints can be described in
the ontology or in the intrinsic prior knowledge.
Alternative Approaches
As an alternative to the considered object-oriented models, there exist other
solutions such as e.g. neural networks, logic-based models, etc. They also
have their drawbacks and applicability issues, e.g. neural networks repre-
sent black-box models trained over known entities and scenarios and are
more suited for sensor data-based classification (e.g. refer to [Jam01]). As
another example, logic-based systems process information in terms of rules
and predicates according to relations within data. This approach describes
well actions and situations [McC63] but fails to compete with model-based
systems in processing sensor data. As a live example, we can mention again
the KnowRob [Ten09] – the knowledge processing framework targeted for
mobile and humanoid robotics (e.g. used in RoboEarth as a local know-
ledge base). It provides tools for information acquisition, representation
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and reasoning and is designed to serve as a common semantic framework
for integrating multimodal information. It employs description logic as a
formalism for the information representation. Description logic is a family
of formal knowledge representation languages, similar to first-order logic
(refer to e.g. the OWL). A good overview of graphical and logic networks is
given e.g. in [Jai12]. As we have mentioned earlier, this approach perfectly
models actions and situations but is not suitable for abstract modeling.
1.4 Thesis Information
1.4.1 Motivation
We have mentioned many existing works dedicated to world modeling –
starting from low-level data storages with Bayesian filtering, SLAM and
neuronal networks to Bayesian networks, complex entities modeling and
situation analysis. Now we are going to discuss motivation points of our own
work.
A comprehensive and real-time world modeling for intelligent autono-
mous systems raises problems that are too challenging for current theories
and technologies. Thus, most of existing works are concentrated on a narrow
set of questions with convenient assumptions. The extensive discussion of
challenges in modern intelligent robotics and existing systems addressing
them are presented previously in the Section 1.3.3. There exist very few
analyses dedicated to the creation of a universal object-oriented platform
capable of storing, managing and analyzing arbitrary information pieces
required for an arbitrary intelligent autonomous system. This includes dy-
namic modeling of entities under open-world assumption, connection of an
abstract dynamic information to prior knowledge and bringing semantics
into models. Moreover, there are almost no modeling systems employing
methods for both qualitative and quantitative information analysis, vital for
proactive behavior. Also, there are too few works for information sufficiency
analysis relative to given tasks. Moreover, there is a lack of physical limits
implications involved in modeling, e.g. the uncertainties are considered
usually only while establishing the covariance formulation. Finally, many of
existing theoretical analyses are dedicated to common theoretical problems
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and are proved with artificially constructed abstract examples. In our work
we have tried to overcome these limitations.
Scope
In the following sections, we will discuss a general platform for modeling
an abstract information in an object-oriented way and generalize the in-
formation handling. On its basis, we will consider a generalized dynamic
model connected to prior knowledge database. Moreover, we will consider
numerous methods for probabilistic information analysis within such object-
oriented framework. Hereby, we will examine a model-based classification.
Due to arising tasks complexity, we will limit our research to high-level mod-
eling (entities and their relations) and leave a low-level data pre-processing
and SLAM out of scope. Also, we will deliberately avoid Bayesian networks
and semantic analysis of scenes discussions. In the next section we will
describe the delivered solutions for the ARMAR and NEST platforms and the
published research works.
1.4.2 Contributions
Within the scope of this work, we have attained a row of theoretical and
experimental results in the field of world modeling as well as gathered sig-
nificant experience and expertise. The covered topics include concepts and
approaches for dynamic and prior knowledge modeling, information asso-
ciation, fusion and management as well as their practical realization and
experimental evaluation.
One of notable topics we have researched and developed is a dynamic
modeling of arbitrary entities (even those that are unknown or cannot be
classified). In this model, the description of entity’s attributes is given in
form of marginal or joint degree-of-belief distributions (including mixed
joints of discrete and continuous distributions), which allowed a unified
probabilistic information representation empowered by Bayesian fusion.
Also, we have researched and implemented various assessment methods
over the abstract models. Since model elements – called representatives –
are connected within the dynamic model as multiple semantic nets, we have
employed a complex analysis of entity relations, e.g. qualitative situation
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and context assessment. The introduced entropy calculus enables numer-
ical estimates of the information sufficiency (relative to given tasks or to
maximum possible content) of representatives, their groups and the whole
model given sensor parameters. This enables the extensive information
deficit analysis.
Additionally, we have introduced a certain nomenclature for the world
modeling, which defines clearly and consistently all the crucial parts of the
modeling domain and which had not existed in such form before.
Next, we have researched possibilities of prior knowledge modeling and
employment of persistent information in dynamic models. Since many
challenges for intelligent autonomous systems involve not only the abstract
modeling of the environment but also semantics of its elements, as well
as enrichment of the observed information with domain knowledge, it is
crucial to be able to model the pre-defined expert knowledge and to con-
nect it to the dynamic model. To this end, we have developed an ontology
framework with multiple hierarchies and mechanisms for matching of on-
tology elements to dynamic model representatives on the basis of structural
(e.g. Tanimoto metric) and value (e.g. Kullback-Leibler divergence) similari-
ties. This enables the probabilistic classification with sub-sequent weighted
update with prior knowledge.
Finally, we have systematically analyzed possibilities for physical parame-
ters implication. Many existing researches were dedicated to abstract theo-
retical studies with experimental tests over artificial tasks and simulations.
In contrary, we have examined the effects of limits imposed on physical
parameters (either due to finite sensor accuracy or due to the semantics
of the task). Here we have introduced the concept of a least discernible
quantum to entropy calculus unification as well as to resampling procedure.
As a generalization of this idea, we have developed a generalized functions
framework for quantification of the accuracy of arbitrary distributions and
demonstrated its use with the practical problem of reducing the number of
components in Gaussian mixtures and optimal sampling for particle filter-
ing. Also, we have mentioned advantages of generalized functions applied
to matching of dynamic model elements to prior knowledge.
In addition to theoretical analysis, we have implemented and experimen-
tally evaluated the proposed methods and approaches, including creation
of dynamic modeling and prior knowledge modeling subsystems. For the
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information interchange between these two subsystems, we have imple-
mented mechanisms for probabilistic information association (e.g. for the
connection of observations to dynamic model elements and the latter to
prior knowledge), Bayesian fusion (e.g. for tracking and dynamic model
extension with prior knowledge). In order to deploy these subsystems and
mechanisms on real robotic systems, we have implemented a distributed
cross-platform infrastructure with declared interfaces for interactions with
other subsystems of a robot. Finally, we have implemented a visualiza-
tion subsystem for attributes-monitoring and 3D-visualization of the model
contents.
At the experimental evaluation phase, we have conducted several practical
tests on two already mentioned robotic platforms: the ARMAR-III robot and
the NEST system and analyzed gained results.
A part of research and development results was presented in national and
international scientific conferences, as well as in several robotics books:
[Küh10], [Bel10], [Bau10a], [Bau10b], [Ghe10], [Bel11], [Bel12a], [Bel12b],
[Bel12c], [Bel12d], [Pak13].
1.4.3 Structure of this Thesis
We discuss our work in five chapters, each presenting a separate topic. In
Chapter 1 we provide an introduction into autonomous systems and world
modeling domains and overview of the state of the art in the field of interest.
In addition, we define here a comprehensive nomenclature relevant to world
modeling, describe the analysis motivation, context and goals, as well as
point out the achieved research and technology contributions.
In Chapter 2, we discuss in detail the world modeling requirements and
concepts, including probabilistic information representation in form of
degree-of-belief distributions. Further, we introduce one of the most pow-
erful approaches in the statistical mathematics – the Bayesian Framework,
followed by filtering techniques such as Kalman filter. We complete the in-
formation fusion discussion with such topics as Gaussian mixture reduction
and particle filtering.
In Chapter 3, we present advanced techniques in dynamic world mod-
eling, namely distinguishing of levels of abstraction, modeling of arbitrary
entities with Progressive Mapping, performing qualitative and quantitative
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information assessment. Additionally, we describe prior knowledge model-
ing in form of attribute schemes and ontologies of known concepts. Next, we
introduce connection mechanisms of prior knowledge to dynamic models
in form of probabilistic classification and concepts learning.
Further, we discuss experiments and give evaluation of different aspects of
the world modeling in the Chapter 4. We start the discussion with the mod-
eling system realization, continue with test scenarios and demonstrators
and finish with detailed examples and obtained results.
The final Chapter 5 contains a summary of research and technology con-
tributions and presents an outlook.

2World Modeling and
Information Fusion
2.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces basic world modeling concepts and techniques that
allow creation of simple world models. Widely used in static and mobile
platforms and swarms, such world models are pretty straightforward: they
contain mainly spatial and relational information of the environment. This
information allows to perform targets tracking, navigation/SLAM, path and
collision avoidance analysis. One of the most popular approaches here is
the object-oriented world modeling with continual update from sensors.
In short, world of interest entities are matched to virtual representatives
– which is natural and intuitively understandable compared to other ap-
proaches, e.g. neuronal networks. In the following, we are going to discuss
such object-oriented modeling as well as model updating mechanisms (e.g.
with newly acquired information).
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2.1.1 Information Acquisition
Modern autonomous systems constantly acquire information about the
surrounding environment in order to reactively or proactively respond to the
occurring changes. The information acquisition starts with the observation
of the environment made by a sensor. Usually, there are many sensors of
different types installed within the autonomous system, e.g. radar, LIDAR,
(stereo-)cameras, microphones and so on. This multimodality allows for
broader range of available information, as well as cross-confirmation and
complementation.
The raw data stream from sensors is processed by low-level filters imple-
mented at hardware (e.g. FPGA) or software levels in order to reduce the
data flow and to extract important features or parameters. At this point, data
processing (such as image segmentation or 3D-spacing) is performed.
2.1.2 Information Association and Fusion
The acquired features and values have to be combined with the already
known information. This means that the incoming information has to be
matched to world model elements, e.g. an observed person has to be associ-
ated to its representative in the model. In practice, information association
is quite challenging due to sensor limitations, clutter, partial visibility and
other effects. For example, it is hard to track a person (constantly trace his
or her position) in a dense crowd.
As soon as the incoming data are associated with the world model ele-
ments, it is necessary to fuse the information into the existing description.
The information fusion is also challenging due to uncertainties and complex
relations between descriptions. In the simplest case, the known information
can be overwritten with an incoming information piece. In this case, how-
ever, the clutter can affect the estimation of the current state dramatically.
Therefore, it is advantageous to consider existing information along with
the incoming information for the current state estimation. To this end, we
can take the existing description and propagate it to the observation mo-
ment according to some evolution model which allegedly describes how
the system changes with time. For example, if we see a falling ball, we can
propagate its coordinates estimate according to physical laws of motion.
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This prediction – prior knowledge about the system state at the given time
moment – is updated then with incoming sensory information, giving us
the posterior state estimate. In this chapter we will consider such recursive
two-step prediction-update fusion resulting in estimation of posterior states.
These estimates are descriptions of the world of interest elements with un-
certainty, which is, in fact, our up-to-date dynamic world model. Before
advancing to information management topics, it is necessary to define basic
information description notions.
2.1.3 Nomenclature and Mathematical Notions
We denote vectors by small bold letters with vector head, e.g.~a and~µ, and
matrices by bold capitalized letters, e.g. Σ and∆. From now on, we use only
column-vectors, e.g.:
~x =
[
x
y
]
.
For the notions of probability theory we use the nomenclature similar to
those employed in [Das08]. Let some attribute be modeled as a random
variable, denoted as A. A specific value that A may assume we denote as e.g.
a (scalars or facts) or~a (vectors). The probability distribution of a random
variable A is a function of A that specifies probabilities for each possible
value of A. Throughout this thesis we consider only normalized probability
distributions, which we call as probability distribution functions (pdf). A
pdf of a discrete random variable we call as discrete pdf or probability mass
function (p.m.f.). On the other hand, a pdf of a continuous random variable
is denoted as continuous pdf or probability density function (p.d.f.).
Let us first examine the discrete case. Here, we have a random variable
A with possible values a1, . . . , aN . The p.m.f. p of A is denoted as p(ai ), i =
1, . . . , N or in short p(a). The expected value or expectation of A is defined as
µ≡ E [A]=∑
i
ai p(A = ai ). (2.1)
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The joint p.m.f. of two discrete random variables A and B is denoted
as p(A,B) that specifies probabilities for each possible ordered pair (a,b),
where a and b are possible values of A and B respectively. The probability for
each given pair is given as p(ai ,b j )= p(A = ai ,B = b j ). This joint probability
can be marginalized by summing up over one variable: p(A)=∑i p(A,Bi ).
When we consider a probability of an event depending upon another
event, we employ a conditional probability. In this case, we place sign |
(meaning “given”) between random variables: p(A|B) (probability of A given
B). We can express conditional probability through joint probability as
p(A|B)= p(A,B)
p(B)
. (2.2)
It is easy to extend our formulas to continuous and vector cases. The
expectation for a p.d.f. over A is given by
~µ≡ E [A]=
∞∫
−∞
~ap(~a)d~a. (2.3)
Other important notions are variance var(A) and standard deviation σ:
var(A)=σ2
= E [(A−E [A])2]
=
∞∫
−∞
(a−E [A])2p(a)d a.
(2.4)
Similarly, we may define the covariance cov(A1, A2) of two attributes as:
cov(A1, A2)=σ2A1 A2
= E [(A1−E [A1])(A2−E [A2])]
=
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
(a1−E [A1])(a2−E [A2])p(a1, a2)d a1d a2.
(2.5)
The deviations of A1 and A2 constitute a covariance matrix ΣA1 A2 . We con-
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struct the covariance matrix by pair covariances of vector elements of both
attributes (a kind of multi-dimensional variance):
ΣA1 A2 =
[
σ2A1 σ
2
A1 A2
σ2A2 A1 σ
2
A2
]
. (2.6)
Gaussian Distributions and Mixtures
Since numerous parameters of real systems can be represented with suffi-
cient accuracy by Gaussian distributions (refer to central limit theorem) or
Gaussian mixtures (refer to [Pla00], [Fel71] and [Sor71]), we have to intro-
duce them into our mathematical nomenclature.
A continuous random variable A defined over (−∞,+∞) range is said to
follow univariate Gaussian or normal distribution if it has the p.d.f. given by:
p(A)=N (µ,σ; a)≡N (µ,σ)≡ 1
σ
p
2pi
exp
{
− (a−µ)
2
2σ2
}
. (2.7)
Its extension to multi-dimensional case (e.g. D-dimensions), called multi-
variate (or D-variate) Gaussian / normal distribution, is given by the formula:
p(A)=N (~µ,Σ;~a)
≡N (~µ,Σ)≡ 1√
(2pi)D det |Σ|
exp
{
− (~a−~µ)
TΣ−1(~a−~µ)
2
}
, (2.8)
where~a is a D-dimensional attribute value and Σ is a covariance matrix.
A Gaussian mixture (GM) is a p.d.f. formed by a weighted sum of K Gaus-
sian distributions (kernels). Hereby, we assume each kernel to be D-variate
Gaussian distribution. The GM is then given by:
GM
({
wk ,~µk ,Σk
}K
k=1 ;~a
)
=
K∑
k=1
wk N (~µk ,Σk ;~a), (2.9)
with wk specifying weights.
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As we have already mentioned, numerous parameters of real systems
can be represented with sufficient accuracy by Gaussian distributions or
Gaussian mixtures. Thus, it is convenient to approximate our distributions
with relatively handy Gaussians or GMs. Additionally, there are many criteria
and algorithms for selecting optimal mixture parameters, discussed e.g. in
our analysis [Pak13], as well as in [Num83], [Zee97], [Pla00].
2.2 World Modeling
2.2.1 Components
A posterior state estimate of an entity (i.e. representative) defines a hypothe-
sis about the entity. A collection of all actual representatives gives informa-
tion about the dynamic state of the world of interest and thus called dynamic
model. This information along with prior knowledge about the environment
composes the world model. Here, under prior knowledge we usually un-
derstand persistent information about known entities or classes of entities.
In [Bel12d], we have stated: “When preparing a system for operation, it is
possible to equip the system with definitions of all the relevant concepts that
are supposed to be encountered within its operational tasks. Since these
concepts are defined prior to operation, they constitute a priori knowledge.”
As already mentioned in Chapter 1, there is intrinsic prior knowledge that
describes methods for sensory information processing, information asso-
ciation and fusion, evolution models and inference processing. Moreover,
intrinsic prior knowledge contains directly or indirectly global scheme of at-
tributes, describing known types of attributes (precision, coordinate system
with reference point, color space, etc.). A detailed discussion on attributes
scheme is presented in [Bel12d].
2.2.2 Requirements
The world modeling system has to comply with several requirements, in
order to be useful in practice [Bel12d]:
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• correctness – modeling of dynamic information as well as prior know-
ledge has to describe the world of interest in a sufficiently correct
(relative to designed tasks) way;
• minimality – keeping the world model as small as possible, in order to
cope with combinatorial explosion of the processing time (e.g. during
data association or entities classification);
• universality – being able to model all required types of information
– probability distributions, relations, symbolic facts, etc. Moreover,
being able to handle unknown entities and extending concepts under
open world assumption (a dynamic and changing world of interest,
which consists of entities of unforeseen types). Preferably, the world
modeling has to handle uncertainties in a universal way for all ele-
ments;
• semanticity – conforming acquired information to prior knowledge
(our believes about the surrounding environment) and enriching it
with semantics;
• robustness and efficiency – storing information in a robust and efficient
way (e.g. for real-time operation);
• dispatch – acquiring information from other modules of the autono-
mous system and providing relevant information back (i.e. serving as
an information hub);
• clarity – the structure and contents of the world model has to be
transparent and clear, interpretable for both humans and machines.
In this analysis the structure is assumed to be object-oriented.
The contents of the world model has to describe information with uncer-
tainties. Thus, it is necessary to define the information representation – the
exact form of descriptions that are acquired and stored in the world model.
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2.2.3 Information Representation
Generalization Hierarchy
Recording of an entity description implies a representation of its attributes.
In ideal case, these attributes can be represented as a set of precise values
(e.g. a numerical value 117 or a fact value CAT). However, such represen-
tation does not include uncertainties, emerging during the information
acquisition process. Moreover, this often leads to momentary shifts in mod-
eling values with each measurement and to overlapping of these values (e.g.
spatial overlapping of representatives in the world model). A generaliza-
tion of the information representation was described in [Ghe08] and our
previous works [Bel10], [Bel12d] as follows: at simplest, we can describe
uncertainties with error values, which allow more complete representation
of measured values. The next level of the generalization can be introduction
of relations between attribute descriptions, representatives or concepts or
representation of attributes with probability distributions over possible val-
ues, e.g. by means of degree-of-belief (DoB), as shown in Fig. 2.1. DoB p.d.f.
representation allows for probabilistic description without necessity of sub-
ject’s statistics (i.e. prior observations) and enables Bayesian treatment for
all attributes (represented by a universal data type). In Fig. 2.2 two attributes
of a quantitative continuous (p.d.f.) and a qualitative discrete (p.m.f.) types
are represented as DoBs.
A cross-correlations between attributes can be incorporated into DoB
distributions by introducing of pair joint distributions (e.g. joint DoB distri-
bution of the position and type) as shown in Fig. 2.2. In this case, it is possible
to combine discrete and continuous distributions into one common mul-
tidimensional frame. Further, it is possible to combine DoB distributions
into arbitrary group joint distributions. At the end of the generalization,
there is a joint DoB distribution of all attributes. Such description is still
computationally too hard for intelligent autonomous systems within real en-
vironments. An overview of the generalization levels is presented in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.1: A typical degree-of-belief distribution for the (TEMPERATURE
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Figure 2.2: Joint degree-of-belief of two attributes of different types: a1 is
quantitative continuous (e.g. POSITION), a2 is qualitative discrete (e.g. TYPE).
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Joint DoBs for attribute groups
Joint DoBs for all attributes
Relations
Figure 2.3: Generalization hierarchy of the information representation
[Bel12d].
2.2.4 Relations
Modeling of relations, mentioned in Fig. 2.3, implies modeling connections
among attribute descriptions, representatives and concepts, e.g. as a seman-
tic network (Fig. 2.4). In common case, intelligent autonomous systems
require a variety of relations (e.g. “part of”, “is a”), leading to multiple seman-
tic networks over the same elements (Fig. 2.5) [Bel10].
2.2.5 Information Flow
In [Bel12d] we have described an information flow in intelligent autono-
mous systems (Fig. 2.6) as follows: the world of interest consists of entities,
which an autonomous system observes with sensors. This results in “raw”
sensory data (e.g. video stream or acoustic signals). The sensor data are
analyzed on the basis of prior knowledge (intrinsic and concepts) and are
fused into the dynamic model. As some information is unobservable (e.g. sit-
uations, context, hidden entities), cognitive processes reason about present
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Figure 2.4: An example of a semantic network [Bel10].
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Figure 2.5: Multiple semantic networks over same elements [Bel10].
context and make inferences by means of prior knowledge. The resulting
information is passed to dynamic model and other subsystems (e.g. planned
actions to actuators that interact with the world of interest).
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Figure 2.6: Information flow: information (waved boxes), processes (boxes),
databases (cylinders) and input/output (arrows) [Bel12d].
2.3 Information Fusion
The contents of the world model are updated with newly acquired infor-
mation. The sensory data is considered to be “low-level, raw” data that
need to be processed. For example, a video stream can be analyzed for 3D
segmentation or finding entities, gestures can be recognized with pixel flow
processing and colors corrected with light balancing. This pre-processing
occurs in a perception subsystem. The results of such pre-processing are
fused into existing descriptions in the world model according to some fusion
process, which was defined e.g. in [Whi91] as:
A process dealing with the association, correlation, and combi-
nation of data and information from single and multiple sources
to achieve refined position and identity estimates, and complete
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and timely assessments of situations and threats as well as their
significance.
or later in [Ste98] as:
Data fusion is the process of combining data to refine state
estimates and predictions.
For a more detailed introduction into fusion subjects, refer to e.g. [Das08]
and [Mac10b].
Below we formalize the ideas of the information acquisition and fusion
within a Bayesian Framework and explain them on examples, presenting
several corresponding state of the art methods.
2.3.1 Bayesian Framework
One of the most powerful and well-developed paradigms in modern statisti-
cal theory is the Bayesian theory. This theory is often applied to problems
encountered in information association and fusion due to several reasons:
first of all, the Bayesian theorem (Eq. 2.11) operates with beliefs affected by
uncertainties. This naturally matches the fundamental notion “degree-of-
belief” (DoB), employed throughout current analysis. Second, the recursive
form of Bayesian inference is convenient for updating the world model with
sequential observations coming from sensors. Moreover, the Bayesian fu-
sion is a handy approach for processing observations coming from multiple
heterogeneous sensors and dealing with clutter. Finally, the Bayesian frame-
work is very popular within many areas of computer science and especially
robotics, forming quasi state of the art framework in numerous application
fields. Before advancing to Bayesian fusion methods, it is necessary to clearly
define a formalism for the state representation and discuss the underlying
Bayes’ theorem.
State Estimate
The parameters of real entities are observed by sensors and presented by
attribute descriptions assigned to corresponding representatives. Such at-
tribute descriptions are DoB distributions, e.g. in form of marginal or joint
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Gaussian mixtures. A set of attribute descriptions forms the state estimate,
which is a probabilistic statement about the attribute values of an entity
given all available information. Here we have to make three simplifications,
which will help us to deal with exponential explosion in information pro-
cessing time in the case of realistic number of parameters (e.g. describing
all system parameters with all dependencies under the open world assump-
tion):
1. we consider only marginal or pair joint probability distributions for
the representation of attribute descriptions;
2. we consider any state estimate evolution with some time quantum
∆t ;
3. we assume all state estimates to possess Markov property, namely, a
conditional state pdf depends only upon the previous state and not
all past states:
p(~sk |~sk−1,~sk−2, . . . ,~sk−n)= p(~sk |~sk−1), (2.10)
where~sk denotes a multidimensional state random variable at time
step k. In order to take information uncertainty into account, we
represent our knowledge about the state with a pdf p(~s).
We model a representative with index i at time step k as a DoB distri-
bution p(~sik ) ≡ p(e ik ,~aik ), where e ik is a binary random variable specifying
the representative’s existence and~aik :=
[
ai ,1k , . . . , a
i ,na
k
]T
is a vector with na
discrete (e.g. TYPE) and continuous (e.g. X-coordinate) attributes. From
now on, we assume no cross-correlations between attributes of different
representatives.
Bayesian Theorem
The Bayesian theory is defined by the Bayesian theorem, which expresses a
posterior probability through a prior probability and a likelihood function:
p(~h|~e)= p(~e|
~h)p(~h)
p(~e)
, (2.11)
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where~e denotes evidence (e.g. observation), ~h stands for hypothesis (e.g.
state estimate), p(~h|~e) is the posterior probability (probability of the hypoth-
esis given the evidence), p(~e|~h) means the likelihood, p(~h) stands for prior
probability (hypothesis information before the evidence was introduced),
and p(~e) is the marginal likelihood.
In the simplest case, we interpret the Eq. 2.11 as follows: a new pdf of our
estimate given new observation is proportional to the likelihood for this
observation times pdf of the previous state estimate. For convenience, we
often assume the likelihood to be a Gaussian distribution with mean equal
to observation and standard deviation to sensor uncertainty. The main
problem of most tracking and information fusion tasks – i.e. how to update
the state estimate given new sensory information – is solved by Eq. 2.11
resulting in p(~h|~e) (state estimate pdf given an observation).
More explicit introduction to the Bayesian approach is given in numerous
books, e.g. in [Cha11]. A detailed discussion of the Bayesian formalism for
information representation and fusion is given in our analysis [Bau10a],
which we omit in the current work.
Creation and Aging
During the information acquisition we can meet a situation that new infor-
mation pieces do not match with any available representative in the model.
It can be clutter or signals coming from a new, previously unobserved entity.
In the simplest case, we can create a corresponding new representative (i.e.
a hypothesis about possible entity) in the dynamic model. This operation
changes the whole world state estimate and represents a simple version of
Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT). In principle, we could always create
a new representative upon receiving an unassignable observation, though,
this will lead to creation of “ghost” representatives due to clutter or miss-
matched observations coming from already known entities. A creation
threshold can be set, for example, to the calculated posterior probability
that a new entity is detected and the detected entity exists (the existence
attribute has to exceed some threshold p(e ik = 1) > Dc , see Fig. 2.8). In
practical realization, it is convenient to create a virtual representative and
accumulate further observations presumably related to it. After several re-
confirmations, the existence probability of this virtual representative goes
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above some threshold Dc . This triggers switching a flag from VIRTUAL to
REAL (e.g. e ik = 0→ 1), leading to the appearance of the representative in the
dynamic model.
Similarly, we remove a representative from the dynamic model if the
maximum of the existence DoB falls below some deletion threshold, i.e.
p(e ik = 1)<Dd . Many entities within the world of interest are not persistent,
e.g. an orange on a kitchen table will probably disappear after a while be-
cause someone will take it away. Since we want to keep dynamic models
slim (minimality requirement in the Section 2.2.2), all representatives that
became non-relevant to the current scene has to be removed from the dy-
namic model. The usual practice in tracking is to remove representatives
after several time steps (or video frames) of the entity absence. We consider
in [Bel10] and [Küh10] an alternative approach, called aging, which was
inspired by ideas in [Ghe08]. We assume that each representative has to
be reconfirmed from time to time. In the absence of re-confirmations, its
existence probability will decrease with passed time (e.g. by exponential
decrease with aging factor Fag i ng ). If it lowers below some threshold Dd , the
representative is deleted from the dynamic model. In this case, the removed
representative can be transferred to prior knowledge as “known entity” for
future re-recognitions. Hereby, we consider three important issues:
• in order to inform the autonomous system that a representative is
going to be deleted soon, we introduce a reconfirmation threshold Dr .
Upon going below this threshold, a system trigger is set to indicate
the need of observation of the corresponding entity (validation need).
The validation itself can be performed any time while the existence
value is within Dr −Dd (quantized by time step ∆t , which is defined
by e.g. system clock frequency or time intervals between occuring
observations);
• the aging factor Fag i ng differs for different concepts. For example, a
kitchen table is more persistent than an orange, resulting in softer
decrease of the table existence probability. The concept type intro-
duces a correction of the first order (“large” contribution) to the aging
factor. The second order (“smaller” contribution) can be a context
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dependency, e.g. party time or siesta. We can generalize corrections
in the form:
Fag i ng = F0+Fconcept +Fcontext + . . .+FN . (2.12)
• since not every representative is required on each time step k, we
consider postponed aging as reasonable: upon a request on a specific
representative in the world model, its existence probability is calcu-
lated from the last update up to time step k. Hereby, one has to find a
tradeoff between CPU-time consume (minimal by postponed aging)
and memory occupancy (minimal by existence recalculation at each
k).
The necessity of the aging mechanism is clear: without creation there
would be only an empty scene and without deletion – a model overpopulated
with “ghost” representatives. Obviously, Dc >Dd ensuring that a created
representative has a lifetime greater than zero. This statement leads to a
life-cycle hysteresis depicted in Fig. 2.7. An example of the overall existence
probability lifetime within a dynamic model is presented in Fig. 2.8.
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Figure 2.7: A hysteresis for the representative creation and deletion.
As we mention in [Bel10], a set of aging factors determines memory’s
temporal boundaries. Namely, it defines for how long the system usually
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Figure 2.8: Existence probability lifetime within a dynamic model.
preserves representatives. This allows for numerical estimation of memory
usage for an arbitrary time step.
There are creation and deletion mechanisms incorporated into state of
the art filtering algorithms. For example, track initiation and track termi-
nation are fully integrated into the association and smoothing parts of the
integrated probabilistic data association (IPDA) algorithm [Muš94]. Another
example is the filters based on Finite Set Statistics (e.g. probability hypothe-
sis density filters) with the idea to combine all sensor measurements into
a meta-observation and all possible targets into a meta-predicted target
using a multiple-target transition density, a multiple-target likelihood and a
reference measure [Vo06].
Similarly to the representative’s aging, we define an attribute’s aging [Ghe08],
[Bel10]. In the case of a known evolution model, we adjust the covariance
matrix of the estimate according to the evolution matrix, random process
noise and passed time (refer to Kalman filtering in Sec. 2.3.2). If the evolu-
tion model is not known, we propagate the uncertainty with the random
process noise only, which is dependent upon attribute type, context, etc. At
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last, this propagation will disperse the probability distribution, leading to
flatter pdf with larger uncertainty (Figure 2.9).
15 20 25 30 35 40 TH°CL0.02
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Figure 2.9: Attribute’s aging: dashed line represents previous attribute de-
scription, solid line – aged estimate.
In the following sections, we will discuss in details several iterative fil-
tering algorithms, which allow incremental update of the state estimate
with new information (e.g. with acquired sensory information). This update
mechanism along with attributes scheme (i.e. intrinsic prior knowledge) and
stored states of all representatives (i.e. dynamic model) is the typical world
modeling subsystem for many modern intelligent autonomous systems.
2.3.2 Kalman Filter
One of the well-known filtering algorithms is the Kalman filter (KF) [Kal60],
[Gel74], [BS88], also known as linear quadratic estimation (LQE). The KF an-
alyzes recursively noisy data streams from sensors and derives the optimal
state estimate of the system (i.e. minimizes the squared error of the estima-
tion). On the one hand, the recursive nature and simplicity of the filtering
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gives huge advantages in practical application of the algorithm. On the other
hand, it assumes that system dynamic and measurement equations are lin-
ear and measurement and noise terms are Gaussian distributed, which is
not always true. However, many system parameters can be described by
Gaussian distributions or at least by Gaussian mixtures (acceptable for e.g.
KF ensembles), which was experimentally proved acceptable for practical
applications by, for example, Kalman filter usage in the Apollo navigation
computers and many other systems. Thus, we consider KF as practically
valuable for our information update mechanisms due to simplicity, robust-
ness and relatively small processing costs.
Physical Model
A physical model represents our prior knowledge about physical laws and
restrictions applied to our system and the surrounding environment. The
Kalman filter assumes that the (unobservable) true state of the system ~˜s
evolves from time step k−1 to step k as:
~˜sk = F k~˜sk−1+Bk~uk +~wk , (2.13)
where F k is a propagation matrix (dynamic model for a projection of the
state into future), Bk is a control-input model matrix,~uk is a control vector
and ~wk ∝N (0,Qk ) is a random process noise with a covarianceQk .
Next, each observation~µ is assumed to comply with the following model:
~µk =Hk~˜sk +~vk , (2.14)
where Hk is an observation model, and ~vk ∝ N (0,Rk ) is an observation
noise with a covariance Rk .
Algorithm
The Kalman filter calculates state estimate in two steps: prediction and
update. The prediction step propagates the state to the next time stage
taking into account the physical model, known control inputs and arising
uncertainties (Fig. 2.10a). The update step combines the prediction with
new information from sensors (Fig. 2.10b).
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The prediction step gives the state estimate ~ˆsk|k−1 and its covariance
matrix Pˆk|k−1 as following:
~ˆsk|k−1 = F k~ˆsk−1|k−1+Bk~uk−1, (2.15)
Pˆk|k−1 = F k Pˆk−1|k−1F Tk +Qk−1. (2.16)
The update step combines the prediction with new observation:
~ˆsk|k =~ˆsk|k−1+K k
(
~µk −Hk~ˆsk|k−1
)
, (2.17)
Pˆk|k = (I −K kHk ) Pˆk|k−1, (2.18)
where I is the identity matrix and K k = Pˆk|k−1HTk S−1k is the Kalman gain
with innovation Sk =Hk Pˆk|k−1HTk +Rk .
In Sec. 4.4.2 we present an example application of the Kalman filter.
2.3.3 Kalman Filter Extensions
Nonlinear
The Kalman filter assumes that system dynamic and measurement equa-
tions are linear (e.g. the current state is a linear function of the previous state
and observations are linear functions of the state). If these conditions are
no longer satisfied, KF is no more the optimal estimator. Many successful at-
tempts have been performed to adapt KF to nonlinear processes, e.g. [BS01],
[Leo02], [Arr98]. Most notable approaches here are Extended Kalman filter
(EKF) and Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) (discussed e.g. in [Göh09] and
[Cha11]). In this analysis, we omit discussion of nonlinear KF variants and
later introduce a particle filter as an alternative approach (see Section 2.3.5).
Non-Gaussian
The Kalman filter works with Gaussian distributions (e.g. representation of
a state estimate, prediction and likelihood). Sometimes the estimate of a
real system has to be described by a more complex distribution, then the
Gaussian mixture representation could be advantageous. In some cases,
tracking can be performed in closed form with inputs and outputs at each
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(a) The prediction step propagates a state estimate with an increase of
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(b) The update step combines an observation with the prediction.
Here we see a decrease of the variances/covariances due to compacter
form of the likelihood;
Figure 2.10: 1D Kalman filter algorithm: prediction and update steps.
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step as GMs (e.g. [Rei79], [Pao94]). In general, the state estimate can be
represented by a GM with kernels representing our hypothesis. A discussion
of this approach, called Multiple Hypotheses Tracking, can be found e.g. in
[Göh09]. Hereby, a GM pruning and merging has to be performed, keep-
ing the number of mixture components “small”, thus, preventing possible
explosion in complexity [Aus00]. In this analysis, we omit discussion of
GM tracking approaches (though present our method for GM pruning in
Section 2.3.4). Instead, we introduce a particle filter with a least discernible
quantum (LDQ) conversion to Gaussian mixture, required e.g. for visualiza-
tion and resampling, in Section 2.3.5.
Data Association with Extended Attributes Set
Classical tracking approaches focus on kinematic parameters of the sys-
tem: position, velocity, acceleration. However, in the case of targets moving
side by side or crossing their paths the data association (i.e. matching ob-
servations to representatives) becomes a challenging task. This ambiguity
cannot be fully resolved even by advanced observation-to-representative
association as in joint probabilistic data association. If we consider track-
ing of additional information, e.g. color and size, such situations become
much easier to handle, as it is discussed in the Section 4.4.2. Moreover,
additional modeling attributes extend the dynamic description and improve
classification as we show it in Section 4.4.5.
Multiple Targets and Observations
The Kalman filter works with one target entity. In practice, many tasks (e.g.
traffic control, collision avoidance, etc.) require simultaneous tracking of
several targets. In this case, multiple observations are coming from sensors
matching different entities. We need to assign the incoming observations
to representatives in order to perform correct information update. This
so-called data association (or better information association, since we are
working on the high-level modeling) is one of the main topics in multi-target
multi-sensor tracking [Hal04], [Lig09]. In principle, we can use the nearest
neighbor algorithm [RL96] for the observation assignment. Here, if the dis-
tance between observed values and values of known representatives is larger
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than a certain threshold, this observation is considered unassigned (which
leads to possible creation of a new representative). More general approach
is addressed in probabilistic data association (PDA) [BS09] and its extension
for creation and deletion of targets – the integrated probabilistic data asso-
ciation (IPDA) algorithm [Muš94]. For the case of weighted assignment of
multiple observations to multiple targets, there is further extension of KF,
called joint integrated probabilistic data association (JIPDA), presented in
[Muš04], [Göh09]. A general Bayesian formalism for multi-target tracking
with target existence is given in e.g. [Ver05] and [Hor09], as well as in our
previous work [Bau10a].
2.3.4 Weak Distance Between Distributions
Introduction
In [Pak13] we discuss several problems of modern tracking algorithms and
propose corresponding solutions. State of the art tracking techniques de-
pend on information representation (i.e. multi-modal distributions in multi-
dimensional spaces) and management. These distributions (e.g. probability
density functions) are often given by Gaussian distributions or Gaussian
mixtures. Such information representation is usually convenient for analysis
and visualization. Moreover, in some cases tracking can be performed in
closed form (e.g. Kalman filter for Gaussian distributions and algorithms
discussed in [Rei79], [Pao94], [Göh09] with inputs and outputs at each time
iteration as GMs).
However, there are cases in which distributions have to be converted to
other representations. For example, a particle filter in [Kot03] employs pos-
terior distributions represented by GMs with the prediction step requiring
sampled distributions (linear combinations of Dirac delta-functions). More-
over, by tracking with pure Gaussian mixtures, the number of kernels usually
grows after each time iteration, and we are forced to prune the mixtures or
find GMs similar to the original distributions but with fewer components
in order to prevent the explosion in complexity [Aus00]. The distribution
conversions can include changing information representation to histograms
or moments (e.g. norm, mean, variance, etc.). The corresponding quality
losses have historically been assessed ad-hoc with help of different methods
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[Wil03a], [Run07], [Cro11]: information-theoretical concepts (e.g. Shannon
entropy), functional metrics (e.g. integrated square difference), or heuris-
tics. The problem of resulting pruning criteria and similarity metrics is the
requirement of abstract universality. Their performance and correctness is
typically evaluated on abstract artificial examples. In [Pak13] we propose a
more theoretically sound similarity metric and apply it to the problem of
GM reduction as follows.
New challenges in tracking and GM analysis are naturally leading us to
extension of our scope that is yet limited to regular functions, which map
arguments to values as y = f (x). So, we are going to introduce so-called
generalized functions [Gel64] to our statistical framework. The generalized
functions are determined by generalized moments, namely, by the following
integrals:
〈
f ,ψ
〉= ∫ f (~x) ·ψ(~x)d~x , (2.19)
where f (~x) is a functional applied over some so-called probe function ψ(~x) :
Rn →R of some class T . This generalization allows employment of broader
class of functions, e.g. singular Dirac delta-function, but requires proper
selection of class T . In order to understand Dirac delta-function and the
above integral, we illustrate them with a historical reference [Dob14]:
Paul Dirac introduced in 1926 his celebrated δ-function via the
relation
u(x)=
∫
δ(t −x)u(t )d t , (2.20)
where δ(x) = 0 if x 6= 0. Such a “function” is zero everywhere
except at the origin, where it becomes infinite in such way as to
ensure
∞∫
−∞
δ(x)d x = 1. (2.21)
. . .
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We cannot see elementary particles like electrons, but we can
observe the point where the electron strikes the screen. To de-
scribe this phenomenon mathematically, Dirac suggested using
integration of two functions, one of which corresponds to a
particle, and the other one, called the “probe” function, corre-
sponds to the environment (as a screen). Hence, the δ-function
operates on the “probe” functions according to Eq. 2.20. The
delta-function can be interpreted as the limit of a physical quan-
tity that has a very large magnitude for a very short time, keeping
their product finite (i.e. the strength of the pulse remains con-
stant).
The defining of the corresponding class T appears to be an advantage:
indeed, additionally to the constraints usually imposed on T (like compact-
ness of support, integrability, etc.), probe functions bring into play physical
characteristics of our system, i.e. by encoding the uncertainty of measure-
ments and the precision required by our tasks. For example, let us consider
tracking of a person: all micrometer-size features are meaningless (a person
has no POSITION definition at that scale), irrelevant (nobody requires such
precision) and almost impossible (no conventional sensor delivers such ac-
curacy). Hereby, probe functions can introduce so-called configuration scale.
The importance of this scale is repeatedly underlined in all real tasks: e.g. the
sensor pitch and distance to target impose different precision scales upon x,
y and z coordinates (sensor accuracy), as well as ten-meter resolution can be
insufficient for indoor tracking but suitable for tracking a person in a forest
(task relevance). Moreover, a metric for differences between distributions
has to deal with arbitrary distributions localized beyond the sensor range.
As we have stated in [Pak13], from this point of view the process of GM re-
duction and finding of a difference metric between GMs created for abstract
cases is non-optimal for real tasks. The introduction of artificial metrics and
analysis of moments (e.g. refer to [Wil03a] and [Cro11] for an overview) has
little meaning without employment of corresponding physical parameters,
which can be described by probe functions.
An assessment of probability distributions discrepancy is performed by
state of the art methods like, for example, Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
[Run07], [Bel12c] or integrated squared difference (ISD) [Wil03a], [Wil03b],
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[Hub08]. Such functional difference metrics restrict the type of functions
they allow. For example, ISD in form of
dI SD ( f , g )=
∫ (
f (~x)− g (~x))2 d~x (2.22)
is useful only for relatively smooth functions, whose values f (~x) and g (~x)
are defined everywhere [Pak13]. Also, both metrics are inappropriate for
sampled distributions (i.e. linear combinations of Dirac delta-functions). We
will return to these metrics in 3.5.2 for a state of the art approaches analysis.
For now, we are going to discuss our alternative approach for comparing
generalized distributions.
Weak Diﬀerence Metric
Definition In order to overcome mentioned limitations associated to state
of the art difference metrics, we can switch to a comparison of distribu-
tions based on their generalized moments. For this, we combine Eq. 2.19
and Eq.2.22 as follows. At first, we select from the infinitely-dimensional
“continuous” space of probe functions a set T of those probe functions that
are interesting for our goals (i.e. reflect system limitations and task require-
ments). Next, we rewrite the Eq.2.22 as the difference of given functionals
operating over selected probe functions (generalized integrated squared
difference, GISD):
d∗T [ f , g ],
∫
T
w[ψ]
(〈
f ,ψ
〉−〈g ,ψ〉)2 Dψ, (2.23)
where D is some measure in T and w[ψ] ≥ 0 is a real-valued functional
denoting the density of probe functions per unit volume of T . Hereby, w [ψ]
serves as a weighting functional over ψ, performing “fine-tuning” of the
difference estimation, since T can include all probe functions suitable for
our goals in principle.
The Eq. 2.23 is as general as possible and, unfortunately, hardly applicable
in practice. In order to obtain a practically interesting equation, we limit
the infinitely-dimensional space of probe functions by some parametriza-
tion. Here, we restrict probe functions to a subset of parametric functions:
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ψ(~x) → ψ(~x ,P ) ≡ ψP (~x), where P denotes finite-dimensional set of para-
meters of some Ω region. The corresponding set T is formally written as
T = {ψP |P ∈Ω}. Given some probe functions ψP (~x), we can rewrite Eq. 2.23
as:
dT [ f ,g ],
∫
P∈Ω
w(P )
〈
f − g ,ψP
〉2 dP , (2.24)
where w(P ) ≥ 0 is the density of probe functions per unit volume of the
parameter space.
Since we are working with generalized functions, the Eq. 2.24 can find a dis-
tance between e.g. a Gaussian mixture
∑K
k=1 mk N
(
~µk ,Σk ;~x
)
and a sampled
distribution
∑L
l=1 nlδ(~x −~x l ).
Discussion In order to illustrate the suggested formulas, let us consider
a simple example of tracking with a stationary camera. It is quite often
the case that camera processing modules deliver a variety of attributes,
like 3D coordinates, size and color information of tracked entities. Thus,
the corresponding set T is formed by ψP (~x ,~c ,~s) probe functions, where~x
denotes coordinates,~c – color and~s – size. For simplicity, let us consider
only the position information, i.e. ψP (~x).
In order to employ probe functions, we need to select an appropriate to our
task concrete form (e.g. flat or Gaussian) and choose the set of parameters P
(parametrization). Here we have numerous possibilities, for example:
1. continuous – we associate each space point to a probe function. Each
function is, for example, represented by a uniform distribution within
a sphere with the center at~µ and radius r as ψ{~µ,r } (~x). Alternatively,
the form can be an ellipsoid or the function can be a Gaussian function,
i.e. parametrization with mean and covariance matrix ψ{~µ,Σ} (~x). For
convenience, we will refer to probe functions by~µ, which will serve as
a kind of label or marker: ψ~µ;
2. discrete – we partition the space into a grid, where each node contains
one probe function (e.g. uniform or Gaussian function).
The corresponding schematic is represented in Fig. 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: A camera tracks an entity, which position is estimated with
the distribution f (~x). A single observation delivers an entity position that
matches the probe function ψP (~x) at~µ. Ellipses represent the primary local-
ization areas of p.d.f.s.
It is interesting, how to select T with probe functions appropriate to our
task. Previously, we have discussed a configuration scale with relation to
sensor accuracy and task relevance. In our example, we have to encode
the camera uncertainty and the model uncertainty (associated with the
relation of ~x and ~µ) by probe functions. It is convenient to take for this
purpose likelihood functions p(~µ|~x) with ∫ p(~µ|~x)d~x = 1, which incorporate
sensor uncertainty. This sensor uncertainty specifies the maximum possible
configuration scale limit (resolution), while the task relevance defines the
minimum allowed (sufficient) scale limit.
Moreover, it is possible that differences at some regions of the parameter
space has to be “weighted” more than in the other regions. Thus, we might
need some weight function, further referred as utility function Ωψ(~µ). So,
we define the set T as a set of probe functions represented as a product of
the utility and likelihood functions:
T = {ψ~µ|~µ ∈Ω⊂Rn ,ψ~µ(~x)=Ωψ(~µ) ·p(~µ|~x)} , (2.25)
where the components has the following meaning and traits:
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• the utility functionΩψ(~µ) introduces the relative utility assigned to a
particular measurement. For example, this utility function can sup-
press regions irrelevant to our task (e.g. areas outside the tracking
region). We assume it to be integrable and to possess some character-
istic scale sΩ, which is determined by the given task;
• the normalized likelihood function p(~µ|~x) is well-localized in the~x-
space around fixed~µwith a characteristic scale sp (physically possible
and task required resolution limit in the problem, e.g. 3σ value), where
sp ¿ sΩ.
The integral
∫
f (~x) ·ψ~µ(~x)d~x provides the “response strength” for each~µ.
In the simplest case, the utility function can be taken constant (i.e. all
target locations are equally important). However, in [Pak13], we consider a
more reasonable candidate – a Gaussian kernel function:
Ωψ(~µ)= exp
(
− ~µ
2
2R2
)
, (2.26)
which adds the following features:
1. the exponent assigns more weight to places closer to camera (relative
weighting);
2. Gaussian distributions, which are handy to use in our approach, have
infinite support. However, distributions arising in tracking usually
do not grow exponentially at infinite scaling, so we identify Eq. 2.26
with a well-localized ellipsoidal window. The maximum scale sΩ,
which is proportional to R, defines the window for the distributions
comparison (we ignore tails of f outside that window);
In order to understand the roles of w(P ) and Ωψ(~µ), let us consider the
particle filtering (for a brief topic overview refer to Sec. 2.3.5). Here, the
function under consideration is usually sampled in one of two ways: either
spatial densities of samples are proportional to the pdf (Monte Carlo sam-
pling) and weights are uniform or positions are distributed uniformly within
a well-localized support and weights are assigned according to the pdf. In
this analogy, the concentration factor corresponds to w(P ) and the weights
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to Ωψ(~µ). In the simplest case w(P ) = 1, we have uniformly distributed
probe functions limited within a rectangular volume, e.g. as in Fig. 2.12a.
After a spatial transformation P∗ = τ(P ), we receive a new Ω with differ-
ently distributed probe functions (e.g. Fig. 2.12b). In this case, we have the
following GISD transformation:
dT [ f ,g ]=
∫
P∈Ω
〈
f − g ,ψP
〉2 dP , (2.27)
→ d∗T [ f ∗,g∗]=
∫
P∗∈Ω
(
∂P
∂P∗
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
w(P∗)
〈
f ∗− g∗,ψ∗P
〉2 dP∗, (2.28)
with w(P∗) denoting the transformation Jacobian.
The weights in w(P ) and ψP are interchangeable by a renormalization
process. Indeed, in our parametrization, we can apply Eq. 2.26 to Eq. 2.24
and assume w(~µ)= 1. Then the metric is:
dT [ f ,g ]=
∫ (∫ (
f (~x)− g (~x))p(~µ|~x)d~x)2 e−~µ2R2 d~µ, (2.29)
We can obtain the same expression by assuming w(~µ)=Ω2ψ(~µ) and ψ~µ(~x)=
p(~µ|~x). The Eq. 2.29 demonstrates that there is no distinct separation be-
tween weight function w(P ), the norm of ψP and limits ofΩ due to homo-
geneity of Eq.2.24.
By weighting the difference of two distributions, we can bring many physi-
cal parameters into consideration. As we have mentioned above, we can use
relative weighting to assign more weight to places closer to camera. More
convincing example is the employment of a noise distribution. Indeed, by
calculation of usual squared difference of two 1D distributions (Fig 2.13a),
we can consider the integral
∫ (
f (x)− g (x))2 d x. A consideration of the noise
at present, described by an “exotic” function n(x) (Fig. 2.13b), we can weight
our difference according to physical noise as
∫ ( f (x)−g (x)
n(x)
)2
d x.
Alternative Probe Functions In [Pak13] we discuss different choices of
probe functions as follows:
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Figure 2.12: Ω (outlined area) with probe functions (blue dots).
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Figure 2.13: Distributions and noise function examples.
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1. delta-functions: under the assumption of an infinitely precise camera
of unlimited range with equally important~µ’s, we can assign ψ~µ(~x)=
δ(~µ−~x). In this case, the probe function set is T = {δ(~µ−~x) |~µ ∈Rn}
and Eq. 2.24 is equivalent to Eq. 2.22.
2. histograms: by partitioning a physically interesting region into M rect-
angular areas Rm and pre-integrating such sectors, we assign probe
functions as unit indicator functions of areas corresponding to these
sectors (i.e. histogram bins) as
T =
{
ψm(~x) |
{
~x ∈Rm :ψm(~x)= 1
~x ∉Rm :ψm(~x)= 0 , m = 1, . . . , M
}
.
In this case, the Eq. 2.24 is the squared histograms difference:
dT [ f ,g ]=
M∑
m=1
(hm[ f ]−hm[g ])2, (2.30)
hm[•]=
∫
Rm
•(~x)d~x ,
where “•” denotes either f or g ;
3. unity: by allowing only one probe function T = {ψ= 1}, we get the
corresponding moment | f |, ∫ f (~x)d~x . The zero distance 〈 f − g ,ψ〉2
delivers all g normalized to | f | (i.e. with equal integral: |g | = | f |);
4. polynomials: by extending singular set T with further components, i.e.
T = {~1,~x0, . . . ,~xn}, we bound all equivalent g ’s to reproduce moments
of f , e.g. :
~x0 : norm |g | = | f |;
~x1 : mean value 〈~x〉g = 〈~x〉 f ;
~x2 : dispersion
〈
~x~xT
〉
g =
〈
~x~xT
〉
f ;
. . . ;
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5. segments: by partitioning into semi-infinite sectors S~γ =
{
~x |xi < γi ,
i = 1, . . . ,n} with corresponding probe functions as unit indicators.
The metric becomes ISD between the Kolmogorov cumulative distri-
butions for f and g [Han08];
6. windows: [Han08] has suggested finite windows W~a,b =
{
~x |b >|~x −~a|}.
The corresponding unit indicator functions are considered as a su-
perior alternative to cumulative distributions, though hardly com-
putable;
7. discrete set: Since the integral in 6. can be difficult to compute in
closed form (depending on f , g and likelihood functions p(~µ|~x)), we
might sample theΩψ(~µ)2 with L samples, create corresponding probe
functions T = {ψl ≡ p(~µl |~x)), l = 1, . . . ,L} and approximate GISD with
the sum:
dT [ f ,g ]=
L∑
l=1
(〈
f ,ψl
〉−〈g ,ψl〉)2. (2.31)
The corresponding metric was introduced into our framework and
evaluated experimentally (refer to Sec. 4.4.2 and Sec. 4.4.3).
2.3.5 Particle Filter
Introduction
In the case of nonlinear system dynamic and measurement equations and
arbitrary form of probability distributions, in general, there exists no effi-
cient way to compute posterior probability distributions due to complicated
integrals and absence of closed form solutions. It is possible though to
numerically estimate parameters by, for example, Monte Carlo methods.
During Monte Carlo sampling, our approximation approaches the exact
solution with the increase of number of samples. Of course, such stochastic
approach requires significantly more calculations than analytical methods.
However, setting a reasonable precision limit and employing parallelization
improve the performance to the acceptable level.
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Sampling can occur in several ways: by drawing uniformly with weights
proportional to p.d.f., by drawing with equal weights with drawing probabi-
lity according to p.d.f. or by drawing in a hybrid way, considering probability
density while keeping weights rational. The rate of the approaching to
the original distribution can be significantly improved by drawing samples
(called particles) within important areas of the p.d.f. support, e.g. around
probability distribution maxima. This makes latter two drawing techniques
more reasonable for practical implementations.
The created particles are treated as an approximation of the original DoB
distribution. Upon state estimate assessment requests, particles are propa-
gated according to process evolution parameters and eventually converted
to continuous DoB distribution for analysis convenience.
Particles tend to concentrate (or increase their weights) near to past max-
ima, which leads to particles or weights degeneracy. Thus, a correcting
mechanism for samples is required. One of the ways is the introduction
of a resampling step. Below we will discuss an example of particle filter
algorithms with resampling – a so-called Bootstrap Filter variant.
Bootstrap Filter
At a time step k we have prior information p(xk ) about a system attribute X
distributed over possible values. At first, we represent p(xk ) with N particles
x˜ik ∝ p(xk ), where each particle is given by a weighted Dirac delta-function
w ikδ
(
xk − x˜ik
)
. Hereby, we denote sampling points with x˜ik , as well as imply
indices i ∈ 1, . . . , N and weights w ik = 1/N .
Upon receiving a new observation, we propagate our state estimate p(xk )
to the observation’s time moment k+1:
p(xk )→ p(xk+1|xk )= f
(
x˜ik ,θk
)
, (2.32)
where f is an evolution function (our knowledge about the system dynamics)
and θk is a random process noise. We use the resulting transition distribu-
tion p(xk+1|xk ) for resampling (i.e. use it as the importance function). This
variant of a more common framework Sequential Importance Resampling
(SIR) is called bootstrap filtering.
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The resampling is performed by drawing a new set of N particles x̂ik+1 ∝
p(xk+1|xk ). So, the approximation transforms to:
p(xk+1|xk )→ p̂(xk+1|xk )=
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ
(
xk+1− x̂ik+1
)
. (2.33)
The observation yk+1 and sensor parameters allow us to define a likeli-
hood function p(yk+1|xk+1). We update our resampled propagation with
this function by means of reweighting:
p(xk+1|yk+1)=
N∑
i=1
w ik+1δ
(
xk+1− x̂ik+1
)
, (2.34)
where new weights are proportional to likelihood values at sampling points:
w ik+1 ∝ p(yk+1|x̂ik+1). This posterior distribution serves as the prior distri-
bution for the next algorithm iteration.
Resampling with LDQ
There are many resampling techniques (i.e. drawing mechanisms) sug-
gested in literature: e.g. multinomial [Smi92], residual [Hig97], systematic
[Kit96], [Che03], [Afo08]. We propose an alternative to classical resampling
by setting variance of resampling windows equal to corresponding least dis-
cernible quanta (refer to Sec. 3.3.3) in the parameter space. This requirement
introduces physical parameters and desired task accuracy to resampling
process.
2.3.6 Weak Distance Employment in Distribution
Components Reduction and PF Sampling
Introduction In [Pak13] we consider distribution components reduction
and particle filter sampling as follows. Employing the weak distance, intro-
duced in Sec. 2.3.4, we can estimate the sufficient number of components
required for a given problem. In the case of particle filtering, we can estimate
a number of required particles and their weights. Since many PF methods
rely on uniform-weight sampling (e.g. [Kot03], [Mus01]), which do not en-
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sure optimality of the state approximation, we can expect a representation
and performance improvement by employing optimal parameters.
Definition The Gaussian mixture reduction task corresponds to finding
of another GM sufficiently good approximating the original one but with
significantly fewer number of kernels. More exactly, given a distribution f
represented as a M-kernels Gaussian mixture:
f (P f ;~x), f
({
am ,~xm ,Cm
}M
m=1 ;~x
)
=
M∑
m=1
am ·G(~xm ,Cm ;~x), (2.35)
where am ≥ 0 are weights, P f or G(~xm ,Cm ;~x) are normalized kernels,~xm are
mean vectors andCm – covariance matrices, we are searching for an approx-
imating GM g (Pg ;~x),
∑Q
q=1 bq ·G(~yq ,Dq ;~x) with Q ¿ M and difference:
D f ,g = argmin
Pg
dT [ f (P f ),g (Pg )]. (2.36)
This minimum value of dT is a conversion loss (degradation) in terms of
total integrated weight. This value gives no feeling if the number itself is big
or small. We need a relative point to compare to, e.g. to the weight of the
dT [ f ,z] with z denoting a zero.
Similarly, the task of optimal sampling of original distribution f , is to find
the best approximation with samples, e.g.:
h(Ph ;~x),
S∑
s=1
cs ·δ(~z s −~x). (2.37)
During the minimization, similarly to Eq. 2.36, we are trying to find both
optimal positions and weights (contrary to standard approaches). Such opti-
mal sampling depends on the function of interest – our method is equivalent
to minimization of quadratic average error in the expectation of all probe
functions serving as functions of interest.
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Discrete Case
Let us continue with the example in Sec. 2.3.4. We suppose that camera
measurements introduce only position-dependent Gaussian noise, i.e. the
likelihood has the form: p(~µ|~x)= c~µ ·G(~µ,E~µ;~x). As stated earlier, Gaussian
distributions have infinite tails and, thus, seem to be poor probe function
candidates. Nevertheless, it would be convenient to use closed form solu-
tions while we are dealing with GMs and sampled distributions. Particularly,
convolutions of our likelihoods and GMs, as well as derivatives of each〈
g ,ψl
〉
relative to components of Pg are computable in closed form.
We minimize the value of the discretized metric in Eq. 2.31 with a gradi-
ent descent within the parameters space. Hereby, the minimization D f ,g
in Eq. 2.36 is performed with the following weak-discrete (WD) algorithm
[Pak13]:
1. initialization
a) choose L probe function positions~µl according to density w(~µ),
determine weights cl := c~µl and covariant matrices E l :=E~µl ;
b) calculate L convolutions
〈
f ,ψl
〉
;
c) initialize g = g (0) (e.g. with any other reduction algorithm);
2. gradient search
a) calculate L convolutions gl =
〈
g ,ψl
〉
, and their partial deriva-
tives ∂gl /∂(bq )i , ∂gl /∂(yq )i , etc.;
b) calculate dT [ f ,g ] (Eq. 2.31) and its derivatives;
c) perform gradient descent step g = g (i+1);
d) stop if the approximation is appropriate for the given task, other-
wise go to step 2a).
The algorithm complexity is proportional to the product of L, Q and loop
descent steps but almost invariant with respect to M . This is a significant
difference to state of the art reduction algorithms, which usually scale as M 2
[Wes93].
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Continuous Case
For discussion clarity, let us simplify the measurement model with the as-
sumption that the observation accuracy is position invariant, i.e. p(~µ|~x)=
G(~µ,E ;~x). Moreover, we assume that eigenvalues of W in the weight func-
tion Ωψ(~µ) =G(~ω,W ;~µ) are much larger than those of E . Then the weak
metric is:
dT [ f ,g ]=
∫ (
G(~ω,W ;~µ)
∫ (
f (~x)− g (~x)) G(~µ,E ;~x)d~x)2 d~µ. (2.38)
For clarity, we mention once again the physical meaning of the integral com-
ponents: G(~µ,E ;~x) is a Gaussian blur filter, which blurs functions of~x and
produces from them smooth functions of~µ, and G(~ω,W ;~µ) is a windowing
function of~µ, which suppresses everything outside of the window of size W
(modulation process).
The algorithmic solution to the continuous case can be reduced to the
ISD (Eq. 2.22) minimization problem. To this end, we start with blurring and
modulating f → f ′(P ′f ;~µ) by calculating internal integrals in closed form
(since f (~x) is representable in GM) and producing GMs in the~µ-space:
f ′(~µ),G(~ω,W ;~µ)
∫
f (~x) G( ˜~o,E ;~x) d~x
=GM
({
a′m ,~x
′
m ,~C
′
m
}M
m=1 ;~µ
)
, (2.39)
a′m = am ·G(~ω,W +E +Cm ;~xm),
C ′m = (W −1+ (Cm +E )−1)−1,
~x ′m =C ′m(W −1~ω+ (Cm +E )−1~xm).
The corresponding function g ′(P ′g ;~µ) – the result of the same transfor-
mation – is a GM with required components number Q and parameters
calculated by:
P ′∗g = argmin
P ′g
∫ (
f ′(P ′f ;~µ)− g ′(P ′g ;~µ)
)2
d~µ. (2.40)
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At this point, the task of finding of a (sub-)optimal function g ′ is identical to
the ISD minimization, which can be solved by e.g. the William’s algorithm
[Wil03a].
Finally, we apply the inverse transformation (un-modulate and un-blurr),
converting the resulting GM into~x-space, as follows:
g ({bq ,~yq ,Dq }
Q
q=1;~x)=GM
({
bq ,~yq ,Dq
}Q
q=1 ;~µ
)
, (2.41)
Dq = (D ′−1q −W −1)−1−E ,
~yq = (Dq +E )(D ′−1q ~y ′q +W −1~ω),
bq = b′q ·G(~ω,W +E +Dq ;~yq )−1.
This transformation can lead to non-positive-definite covariance matrices
or nonsense weight coefficients. We mention these issues, as well as solution
recipes in [Pak13].
In the following text, we will refer to the continuous algorithm version
as weak-continuous (WC). The discussion of experimental tests and results
of GM reduction is given in Sec. 4.4.3. The overall experimental results for
tracking are presented in Sec. 4.4.2.

3Advanced World Modeling
3.1 Introduction
Many world modeling architectures and approaches discussed in previous
chapters are employed in various modern intelligent autonomous systems.
However, new challenges in robotics, especially in complex humanoid or
multi-agent systems, demand more sophisticated frameworks. For exam-
ple, modeling of arbitrary information with an open-world assumption and
reasoning for decision making and cooperation in complex dynamic envi-
ronments require intensive employment of sophisticated prior knowledge
concepts, better classification methods, qualitative and quantitative infor-
mation assessment for context analysis and so on. In this chapter we will
discuss these topics in detail.
3.2 World Modeling Domain
3.2.1 Levels of Abstraction
One of possible relations (see Sec. 2.2.4) usually involved in modeling is
specialization. A specialization tree, i.e. a hierarchy of concepts with the
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IS A connection, allows for hierarchical classification. This hierarchy can be
formed by, for example, structural criteria: specialized concepts have more
attributes than a more abstract parent ([Mac10b], [Küh15]). The nodes of
the specialization tree can be assigned to arbitrary defined abstraction levels.
As discussed in [Ghe08] and in our works [Bel10], [Küh10] and [Bau10b] the
hierarchy can be visualized as a pyramid of abstraction levels (Fig. 3.1).
Let us examine the left part of the schematics in Fig. 3.1: the Dynamic
Model. At the top of the abstraction pyramid, there are blank representa-
tives, stating existence of “something”. A good example of it is presented
in [Ghe08]: “if a sound is detected, it must have been emitted by a source.
If no appropriate source instance can be identified in the scene model, a
blank object with a suitable attribute makes sound is instantiated.” Other
examples are given in the following Sec. 3.3.3 by a discussion of interest
profiles. In short, the more attribute descriptions (e.g. COLOR or SIZE) a
representative has, the more concrete it becomes, lowering its level in the
abstraction pyramid.
Representatives Concepts
Dynamic Model Prior Knowledge
semantic meaning,
missing attributes
matching, learning
Figure 3.1: Schematics of a world modeling subsystem.
The right side of the schematics represents Prior Knowledge. At the top of
its abstraction pyramid, there is a blank concept. It describes any possible
representative. The more attribute descriptions a concept has, the lower
abstraction level it takes, till the lowest level, which contains descriptions of
specific classes (e.g. C++ PROGRAMMING BOOK) or even specific entities (e.g.
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RED COFFEE CUP OF ALEXEY).
We mention in our analyses [Bel10] and [Küh10], abstraction pyramids are
naturally arising from several reasons. At first, an autonomous system knows
little about the world of interest and starts to perceive entities in its proximity.
Iteratively, it obtains new information pieces and creates/updates represen-
tatives, lowering their abstraction levels. The descent through hierarchy
levels happens, for example, by a specialization of a representative from
a more general description (e.g. CYLINDER) to a more specific description
(e.g. PEN). Possible inconsistencies (e.g. PEN starts to play music) due to, for
example, wrong classification can be corrected by moving a representative
back to a more general non-contradictory level, e.g. PEN → CYLINDER. At
the same time, each representative can be handled on each level equal or
above its current, leaving unnecessary attributes out of scope [Ghe08]. For
example, a table with cups on it is considered as an obstacle during a path
finding (considering a corresponding bounding box only, ignoring other
attributes and relations, e.g. to cups) or it is a support for cups and food
during a lunch serving [Küh10]. Finally, the hierarchical abstraction pyramid
is correlated with the information analysis modules pipeline. In [Küh10] we
discuss such hierarchies in relation to a knowledge-driven opto-acoustic
scene analysis and mention the following:
modules at a lower abstraction level may only be executed after
information from modules on higher abstraction levels is avail-
able. For example, modules for person identification cannot be
executed until other modules have generated enough informa-
tion, to be sure that the entity is a PERSON with a DoB above a
certain threshold.
Such knowledge-driven modular scene analysis works iteratively with ab-
straction levels in a natural way.
3.2.2 Information Interchange
Since the world modeling domain consists of dynamic model and prior
knowledge, it is important to ensure information interchange between these
two components. This implies matching of dynamic information containers
to pre-defined concepts, fetching semantic meaning and missing attributes,
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extending persistent knowledge by learning processes. In the following
sections we discuss each of these two components, as well as information
interchange.
3.3 Dynamic Model
3.3.1 Conventional Object-Oriented Approach
Dynamic representatives are usually instantiated from prior knowledge con-
cepts (e.g. [Ghe08]). In practice, during object-oriented analysis and design
we define a set of relevant classes [Boo93] (correspond to our concepts)
and instantiate by them objects (correspond to our representatives) as soon
as objects were classified. However, this approach is affected by several
problems (refer to our work [Bel10]):
1. multiple hierarchies – we can build many specialization hierarchies
based on different distinctions, e.g. on geometrical form (e.g. BLANK
CONCEPT→ CYLINDER→ CUP) or on functional assignment (e.g. BLANK
CONCEPT → KITCHEN ENTITY → CUP). Hereby, it is not clear which
hierarchy to choose or how to organize multiple inheritance and typi-
sation;
2. succession order – the system obtains different sequences of infor-
mation pieces, like in one case “shape” before “temperature” (visible
distant entity), in another case “temperature” before “shape” (huge
complex entity nearby). It is not clear then which attribute should
precede which on the levels of abstraction;
3. fixed construct limitations – a fixed set is more rigid and limited com-
pared to symbolic descriptions [Ahl02]. This means, it is possible to
classify entities according to pre-defined concepts and on the basis
of expected attributes only. Unexpected cases (e.g. unknown entities)
cannot be flexibly handled;
4. information transfer – constant transfer of existing information of
more general representative to more specific representative upon
instantiation raises additional technical complications (e.g. memory
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management, additional processing operations within an aspired real-
time framework, etc.);
5. physical limitations – a set of concepts has to be limited due to devel-
opment and maintenance limitations, as well as due to memory and
CPU-time consumption. Additionally, large sets increase mismatch
rate due to a large number of concepts with similar structure. On the
other hand, real-life environment contains an arbitrary large number
of arbitrary concepts (open-world assumption).
The latter issue can be solved by introduction of thematic modules. Each
module contains information relevant to some scene (e.g. to kitchen or living
room) and context (e.g. to party or siesta). The world modeling subsystem
loads and unloads such modules on demand (e.g. by situation recognition
subsystem). Due to the first four issues, the conventional object-oriented
approach represents a technical workaround limited to a narrow scope of
tasks. We propose a better method in the next section.
3.3.2 Progressive Mapping
The Progressive Mapping mechanism was introduced in our works [Bel10]
and [Küh10] as follows: each blank representative is created as an empty
information container. Upon first measurement of an attribute, the model-
ing subsystem creates a corresponding attribute description and maps it to
the representative. This mechanism eliminates first four issues listed in the
Section 3.3.1. Namely, instead of fixed constructs we operate with dynamic
flexible structures. The incoming information is fused into existing mapped
attribute description with consistency checks. A temporal progression of a
representative’s description is presented in Fig. 1.3.
3.3.3 Quantitative Assessment
In [Bel12b] we propose a quantitative assessment for numerical estimation
of uncertainty within situations at hand. This mechanism can be extended
for a general uncertainty assessment of the dynamic model, i.e. how well are
attributes, entities and situations known. Moreover, it is possible to assess
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the sufficiency of the information relative to a given task. To this end, we
introduce Shannon (information) entropy to our calculus.
Information Entropy
A common way to determine the average amount of information contained
in world models or incoming observations is to calculate the information en-
tropy [Cov91]. Namely, the entropy describes uncertainty about our source
of information. We introduce the entropy with the following formulas:
H(A)= E [− log2 p(a)] (3.1)
⇒
{
H(A)=−∑a∈D A P (a) log2 P (a),
h(A)=−∫a∈D A p(a) log2 p(a)d a,
where A denotes an attribute and a its discrete or continuous value from a
D A definition set.
Incoming observations of the surrounding world reduce uncertainty quan-
tity in our dynamic model of the surrounding environment, thus, reducing
the value of corresponding entropy. The resulting change in the information
quality is the difference of an entropy of a previous estimate and an entropy
of an updated estimate:
Mk =Hk|k −Hk|k−1. (3.2)
Entropy Uniﬁcation with LDQ
We have both discrete and continuous probability distributions within our
modeling subsystem, which we treat equally. Thus, the entropy calculation
of attribute descriptions implies equal treatment of discrete and continuous
pdfs. However, the entropy of a p.d.f. differs from the entropy of a p.m.f.
in nature. In [Bel12d] we point out that even discretization of an attribute
A to A∗ with smaller and smaller steps (P (a∗)→ p(a)), does not solve this
problem. In this case, we obtain a divergence of the discretized entropy
to the continuous one, so that lim
a∗→a
H(A∗) 6= h(A). Namely, the entropy of
an n-segments p.d.f.-discretization is approximately h(A)+n, which leads
to infinite discrepancy in the case of n →∞. We overcome this issue by
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introducing the notion of a least discernible quantum (LDQ) [Osw91], which
defines the maximum precision of all operations over the given attribute.
The quantum size ∆ (i.e. maximum precision) is determined by e.g. sensor
acceptance and efficiency (physical limitations), as well as task requirements
(required information granularity).
We propose the following entropy unification mechanism: the entropy for
discrete distributions is calculated according to the standard Equation 3.1,
while continuous distributions are pre-discretized by integrating of ∆-slices
(i.e. histogramming procedure) [Bel12b], as presented in Fig. 3.2:
a 7→ slices ν,
ν ∈D∆A ⊆N,
a ∈
[
aν− ∆A
2
; aν+ ∆A
2
]
,
P (a)→ P (ν) :=
aν+ ∆A2∫
aν− ∆A2
p(a)d a,
H∆(A) :=H(ν)=−
∑
ν∈D∆A
P (ν) log2 P (ν). (3.3)
Hereby, we distinguish two extreme cases for the discretized entropy: the
attribute’s uncertainty is less than LDQ and the attribute’s value is completely
unknown. In the first case, a is known better than ∆A , which means that the
complete support of the probability distribution is within ∆A , as presented
in Fig. 3.3a. Then we have:
H∆(A)= 0. (3.4)
If A is completely unknown, then P (ν)= const = cν as presented in Fig. 3.3b
and cν ·
∣∣D∆A∣∣= 1 (normalized p.d.f.), then:
H∆(A)=−
∑
ν∈D∆A
cν log2 cν =−cν ·
∣∣D∆A∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
log2 cν︸︷︷︸
1/D∆A
= log2
∣∣D∆A∣∣=H∆(A)max.
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(3.5)
DA
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p(a)
an
Figure 3.2: Discretization of a p.d.f. by LDQ ∆A .
For correct estimation, the maximum entropy value is calculated from
the attribute description’s value definition range and not from an arbitrary
distribution.
Since we have now a unified mechanism for entropy calculation of all
attribute descriptions, we can estimate the uncertainty of modeling infor-
mation. From practical considerations, we introduce a new notion for this.
Bestimmtheit
The entropy calculation allows for estimation of uncertainty for attribute
descriptions. For convenience, we define the opposite value, a so-called
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Figure 3.3: Discretization of a p.d.f. by LDQ ∆A : extreme cases.
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Bestimmtheit (German word for “determinedness”) B , characterizing the
degree of sufficiency in the given information [Bel12b], as follows:
B : P (a)→ [0,1],
B(A) := 1− H(A)
H(A)max
, (3.6)
B∆(A) := 1− H∆(A)
H∆(A)max
= 1− H∆(A)
log2 D
∆
A
. (3.7)
Naturally, the extreme cases for Bestimmtheit are: A is sufficiently known
(B∆(A)= 1) and A is completely unknown (B∆(A)= 0).
Bestimmtheit Assessment of Dynamic Models
Since we can calculate Bestimmtheit for any attribute description in our
dynamic model, it is reasonable to assess representatives or situations as a
whole, in order to estimate modeling sufficiency for entities of interest. An
even more useful measure could be the sufficiency relative to given tasks
or goals. To this end, we have introduced in [Bel12b] a weight function that
expresses the relative importance of attributes (e.g. assigning more weights
to spatial attributes by path finding):
w(A) : A→ [0,1], (3.8)∑
A∈{A}r
w(A)= 1,
where {A}r denotes attributes of the representative r . If no task is provided,
we suppose this function to be e.g. uniform over all attribute descriptions.
The assessment of a given representative can be performed then as follows:
B(r, w) := ∑
A∈Ar
w(A)B∆A (A). (3.9)
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Similarly, it is possible to assess situations (or, in principle, any element of
the dynamic model):
B({r } , wr , {w}) :=
∑
r∈{r };w∈{w}
wr (r )B(r, w), (3.10)
where {r } and {w} denote representatives and weight functions respectively.
In [Bel12b] we mention also an overdominance problem for the Bes-
timmtheit calculus. For example, if some task requires 5 attributes to be
known but only 4 of them are observed, then this information is not ade-
quate for the task accomplishment. However, Bestimmtheit values of these
4 attribute descriptions can numerically “compensate” the missing one
(so, overdominate), leading to “sufficient” B . The overdominance problem
can be solved by introduction of nonlinear weighting function, as well as a
threshold for each attribute: B∆(A)≥B∆,min(A).
Interests Proﬁle
The Bestimmtheit assessment allows for numerical estimation of degree of
sufficiency of dynamic model contents. As we mention in [Bel12b], such
assessment reveals the information deficit relative to given tasks (i.e. to cru-
cial attributes and representatives, which in turn form so-called “interests
profile”). This can be used for triggering of actuators (e.g. for sensor control
planning, active vision, etc.) or cognition modules (interactive learning,
questioning in human-machine interactions, information acquisition op-
timization). Formally, we can define a function f (H , Hmax,∆) that assesses
the information sufficiency relative to required precision.
Additionally, the interests profile can be extended by spanning blank repre-
sentatives onto unexplored area volumes. This assures that the autonomous
system will not count these volumes as free [Ghe08]. Hereby, an autono-
mous system can switch into an “exploration” mode, adjusting “interest”
weights to blank representatives according to the distance to them. This
will stimulate the system to explore the surroundings, starting from the
proximity. Similarly, we can adjust weights of interesting attributes and
representatives by a salience-based exploration ([Küh15]).
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3.3.4 Qualitative Assessment
We have already discussed the qualitative assessment of the dynamic model
contents (e.g. on the example of situations assessment) in Sec. 1.2.3 and in
[Bel12d]. Here, we imply a symbolic interpretation of the dynamic model
in order to infer context descriptions (for a detailed introduction into this
subject refer to e.g. [Bau13]). This includes also a temporal assessment for
finding present situations at given scenes (for situations matching refer to
our work [Bel12b]). As we mention in [Bel12b]:
Each situation at hand can be compared to pre-defined set of
triggers by given representatives, attribute and relation descrip-
tions. For example, if there is a group of people drinking alcohol
and singing “Happy Birthday”, then it can be a birthday party.
The prediction can be handled with a Hidden Markov Model.
The assessment of the situation at hand can be evaluated as as
described in Section 3.5.2 – within a common framework for the
prior knowledge matching.
Such qualitative assessment affects the whole process of decision making
and planning. For example, a robot postpones vacuum cleaning if a situation
PERSON SLEEPING is found.
To enable situation recognition and decision making processes it is also
convenient to form a Bayesian Network from the dynamic model contents,
which is a separate vast research area ([Fis15]).
3.3.5 Relevance
Relevance mechanisms are responsible for delivering only relevant informa-
tion to querying sub-modules, as we have mentioned it in Sec. 3.2.1. This
includes selection of the appropriate abstraction level and sometimes pre-
processing of information. For example, cognition sub-modules can query
information about all entities on the kitchen table, including type and state
attributes, in order to assess the situation at present (e.g. find out if there
is a breakfast scenario). In contrary, during the path planning, cognition
modules require only geometrical information of entities, namely bounding
boxes.
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3.3.6 Consistency
Consistency mechanisms are responsible for finding and correcting model
errors. For example, wrong classification can be corrected by moving rep-
resentative to a more general level: e.g. if a PEN starts to play music, it can
be reclassified by moving the representative to a more general level, e.g.
PEN → CYLINDER, as mentioned in Sec. 3.2.1. Another example – multiple
representatives created and matched to the same entity due to sensor uncer-
tainty. This can be corrected by representatives fusion triggered by temporal
analysis (several representatives to the same entity over some time duration)
of the scene.
3.4 Prior Knowledge
3.4.1 Intrinsic Prior Knowledge
As we have already mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, there is intrinsic prior
knowledge, such as methods for sensory information processing, infor-
mation association and fusion, evolution models and inference processing.
Additionally, intrinsic prior knowledge contains directly or indirectly a global
scheme of attributes, describing known types of attributes. Such description
contains meta-information for each attribute: allowed values, precision,
coordinate system with reference, color space, etc. In principle, the intrinsic
prior knowledge about attributes brings semantics to attribute descriptions.
In the same way, prior knowledge about entities brings semantics (e.g. TYPE
attribute) to representatives, which is required for cognition and planning
modules.
3.4.2 Topology
The environment topology information is a part of prior knowledge. It can
be pre-defined and/or dynamically created during the exploration process.
Pre-defined information can be created by 3D laser scanner system (e.g. as
depicted in Fig. 4.7). A dynamic creation of topology maps is performed
usually during SLAM.
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3.4.3 Ontology
If the world of interest is limited (for example, to a laboratory environment),
the choice of representation of concepts is usually not crucial. Complex
environments (in extreme case an open-world one) require more general
representations. [Rus10] suggests for this the ontology representation:
we won’t actually write a complete description of everything
. . . we will leave placeholders where new knowledge for any do-
main can fit in. For example, we will define what it means to
be a physical object, and the details of different types of ob-
jects – robots, televisions, books, or whatever – can be filled in
later . . . The general framework upper ontology of concepts is
called an upper ontology because of the convention of draw-
ing graphs with the general concepts at the top and the more
specific concepts below them . . .
In contrast to ontology in philosophical study means, we understand under
the information science notion “ontology” a formal explicit description of
a domain under study in terms of concepts and their connections. This
implies naming and definition of types, attributes and relations of entities
of the world of interest. A good introduction into ontology-based unified
knowledge representation for robots is given in [Lim11].
We assume that prior knowledge ontology contains:
• concepts of known classes (e.g. CUPS, TABLES);
• concepts of specific entities (e.g. RED COFFEE CUP OF ALEXEY);
• rules and restrictions;
As we mention in [Bel12a], each concept contains a set of attribute and rela-
tion descriptions in form of prior probability distributions, as well as seman-
tic specifications. These distributions can contain also real statistical infor-
mation as discussed in [Kas13]. For example, it can contain HEIGHT pdf for
the concept COFFEE CUP based on a statistical analysis over all coffee cups in
a household. In the absence of statistical information, prior knowledge dis-
tributions can be flat over the allowed attribute’s definition range. However,
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this leads to unwanted effects, e.g. since distribution tails of representative’s
attribute descriptions usually exceed prior knowledge distributions’ bound-
aries, representative-to-concept matching with Kullback-Leibler divergence
delivers infinite difference at tail areas.1 Thus, we prefer to represent con-
cept’s attributes in form of Gaussian distributions or mixtures. Hereby, equal
representation of attribute descriptions of representatives and concepts
leads to universal representation and processing framework and facilitates
development of the system. Moreover, Gaussian form allows pre-setting
of most probable value(s). Even without statistical information, ontology
experts can choose such values by reasoning about personal experience, e.g.
setting 4 cm value as mean and more or less matching variance for radius
distribution of tea cups (meaningless tails, for example, values below zero,
are treated according to the intrinsic knowledge convention).
The semantics, i.e. symbolic descriptions, is important for cognitive pro-
cesses. It can be introduced in different ways [Lim11], e.g. by predefining by
experts. The semantic specifications can include information, such as CAN
CONTAIN LIQUIDS, HAS A STABLE SURFACE ON THE BOTTOM and BELONGS TO
KITCHEN for further qualitative assessments.
An ontology structure depends on the complexity of the domain to be
modeled. However, even a simple environment leads to a sophisticated
graph of concepts and their relations of different types (Figure 3.4). Some
relations, e.g. IS A, form trees of semantically consistent hierarchies. These
hierarchy trees are coherent to abstraction levels defined in Section 3.2.1.
Moreover, we can make the structure more formal and always provide the
normalized total probability, which represents probability distribution over
all possible concepts, by supplementing each branch with a “dummy” con-
cept [Bel12a]. These dummy concepts include all other types, except those
that are already listed, e.g. CUP → {COFFEE CUP, TEE CUP, DUMMY}.
In the Figure 3.4 we can see two IS A hierarchies: functional (solid blue
and violet lines) and geometrical (solid green lines). Moreover, concepts
are connected by dependency links (dashed violet lines). We can group
concepts into modules, e.g. all things related to kitchen are organized into
1 The KL divergence is asymmetrical. Thus, an appropriate prior knowledge distribution
definition combined with an appropriate choice between the KL divergence of the (p,q) and
the (q,p) can help to avoid this problem.
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a KITCHEN MODULE. This is the practical realization of thematic modules
mentioned in the Section 3.3.1.
Additionally, we can consider tree subbranches as partitioning of the par-
ent branch (more abstract concept) into particular concepts (e.g. FURNITURE→
{TABLE, CHAIR}) as depicted in Fig. 3.7b.
3.4.4 Complex Entities
It is important to model complex entities, e.g. those consisting of multiple
parts (e.g. BOTTLE OF WINE: {CORK, GLASS BOTTLE, WINE} and entities of com-
plex geometry. Modeling of such entities is covered in a parallel project
within the DFG SFB 588 [Kas13].
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Figure 3.4: Ontology of two IS A hierarchies: solid blue and violet lines are
functional and solid green lines are geometrical connections. Dependencies
between concepts are depicted by dashed lines.
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3.5 Connection of Dynamic Models to Prior
Knowledge
Before being connected to prior knowledge, all representatives are abstract
information containers with mapped attribute descriptions. In order to
bring semantic meaning to them, we need first to classify representatives, i.e.
match these dynamic containers to known concepts. A good introduction
into classificator subjects is given in e.g. [Mac10b]. As stated in our work
[Bel10], if an entity is recognized, for example, as a cup, a corresponding
representative can get information from prior knowledge ontology that the
entity e.g. can be used to carry liquid, has a stable surface on the bottom
and belongs to kitchen. In [Bel12c], we discuss a “table example”:
if the assigned concept is TABLE, the autonomous system is in-
formed that it is used as a placeholder for other entities – as
an IS ON surface with corresponding relations to other repre-
sentatives. This information can be used further by assigning
well-known TABLE HEIGHT to all entities laying on it. Second, the
robot is informed that this surface can be used for placing things
onto it. Third, this surface can be considered further as a search
location. The knowledge about this location can be extended by
a statistical distribution of how often and where exactly specific
things are found there. Later on, it can be used for a heuristic
search, e.g. by the command BRING ME THE APARTMENT KEYS
AND MY MOBILE PHONE.
Moreover, an extended set of attributes (e.g. probability mass function MADE
OF) pre-defined in prior knowledge can be transferred to corresponding rep-
resentatives upon successful matching. A general discussion of information
interchange between dynamic models and prior knowledge is presented in
our works [Bel11], [Ghe10], [Bel12d] and [Bel12c].
3.5.1 Inference
In [Bel10] and [Küh10] we discuss a possibility to infer missing attributes. Let
us suppose that an autonomous system finds a ball of approximately 23-24
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cm diameter and of a distinct black-white pattern (truncated icosahedron).
The modeling system matches this entity to known concepts, classifies it
and maps a new attribute description TYPE to the ball representative. In this
example, the type p.m.f. P (c|r ), where c denotes class and r representative,
has non-zero values at FOOTBALL P (c = F |r ), VOLLEYBALL P (c = V |r ) and
other types. Now we can deduce the attribute WEIGHT as follows:
P (w |r )=∑
X
P (w |c = X ,r )P (c = X |r ). (3.11)
Similarly, we can infer information by means of whole representatives, situa-
tions and contexts.
3.5.2 Matching to Prior Knowledge
Introduction
In order to employ an ontology of concepts within our dynamic modeling,
we have to dynamically link prior knowledge database elements to represen-
tatives. To this end, we can try to match representatives and scenes against
ontology contents, categorize them and extend with semantic meaning and
missing attributes. In [Bel12a], we propose a structural/value matching of
representatives to concepts. This matching is discussed in [Bel12c] in details
and demonstrated by an experiment of exploration of entities on a table
during a coffee break. Later, we extend dynamic model to prior knowledge
matching with situations estimation in [Bel12b]. The discussed ideas are
as follows: since matching of a representative to a complex ontology graph
is computationally hard, we consider only one generalization hierarchy at
time. For example, let us consider the ontology in Figure 3.4 and take the
geometrical IS A hierarchy. Then, the remaining graph would as in Figure 3.5.
Next, we visit tree nodes (e.g. with a depth search), finding concepts similar
to the given representative. The lowest concepts that get similarity score
higher than a threshold we mark as appropriate candidates, creating a set
{C }r . At the end of the matching, we have marked branches as e.g. in Fig. 3.6
that give us type probability distribution presented in Fig. 3.7a. This kind of
generalization hierarchies is, in principle, a partitioning of type probabilities
(Fig. 3.7b).
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During the similarity computation, we have to consider structural and
value similarities of prior knowledge concepts to the given representative
[Bel12a]. A normalized attributes intersection, i.e. how many known at-
tributes of a concept were measured for the given representative, gives the
structural similarity. From the other side, pdfs comparison gives value simi-
larity over attribute descriptions at hand. The required type probability (for
example, as in Fig. 3.7a) we denote as P (c|r ) (the probability of concept c
given representative r , i.e. given its attribute descriptions set), where r is
the representative under consideration and c ∈ {C }r are concepts marked as
appropriate candidates. Within the Bayesian formalism, we can express this
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probability as follows:
P (c|r )= P (r |c)P (c)
P (r )
(3.12)
The P (c) is the prior knowledge, i.e. how often we meet class c , and P (r ) is the
probability that we meet representative r . The likelihood P (r |c) is the point
where we perform the structural and value comparison with some metric
d(r,c) that quantifies the difference between r and c. We also normalize
structural and value distances with a functional f that projects distances
onto the range [0;1]. The formalism is then:
P (r |c) := d(r,c), (3.13)
d(r,c)=λs fs (ds (r,c))︸ ︷︷ ︸
structural
difference
+λv fv (dv (r,c))︸ ︷︷ ︸
value
difference
, (3.14)
fx (dx (r,c)) : [0;∞]→ [0;1], x ∈ {s,ν} (3.15)∑
c∈Cr
fx (dx (r,c))= 1,
where λs and λv are weighting factors. The choice of the functional f is a
matter of design (e.g. f (d)= 1−e−d ) and eventually task relevant.
There are many different metrics both for structural and value comparison,
e.g. described in [Cha07], [Wol81], and [Gib02]. In the following sections, we
will discuss the most popular of them.
Structural Diﬀerence
The structural similarity implies counting attributes that exist in a dynamic
description, finding same attributes in ontology concepts and calculating
the overlap value (Fig. 3.8). Practically, such comparison can be performed
by metrics for sets, e.g. Tanimoto distance [Rog60], Sørensen index [Sør57]
or other metrics discussed in the overview articles [Wol81] and [Jac89]. In
total, there are more than 30 structural distances discussed in the literature,
mainly coming from the fields of biology or geology. In this section we
discuss three popular distances: Tanimoto, Jaccard and Sørenson.
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Figure 3.8: The structural similarity implies counting attributes that exist
in a dynamic description, finding same attributes in ontology concepts and
calculating the overlap value.
As we mention in [Bel12c], the Tanimoto distance is widely used for com-
parison of finite sets (e.g. structural similarity search for bio-molecule clas-
sification [Kar06] or land cover detection [Yan10]) but the connection of
prior knowledge to dynamic modeling of autonomous systems has been
not analyzed up to now. The same applies to popular Jaccard and Sørenson
measures. These three distances are defined as follows:
ds:Tanimoto(r,c)= | {A}r |+ | {A}c |−2| {A}r ∩ {A}c || {A}r |+ | {A}c |− | {A}r ∩ {A}c |
, (3.16)
ds:Jaccard(r,c)=
| {A}r ∪ {A}c |− | {A}r ∩ {A}c |
| {A}r ∪ {A}c |
, (3.17)
ds:Sørenson(r,c)= 2| {A}r ∩ {A}c || {A}r |+ | {A}c |
, (3.18)
where | {A}r | and | {A}c | are numbers of attribute descriptions in r and c
respectively. | {A}r ∩ {A}c | and | {A}r ∪ {A}c | are numbers of overlapping and
combined attribute descriptions respectively. [Wol81] states that Tanimoto
distance, Jaccard and Sørensen indices are effectively equivalent.
It is important to note, though, that different distances are calculated in
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different scales. For example, Tanimoto-metric gives a difference of two
structures (0 if same structures and 1 if totally different), while Sørensen
index delivers similarity of two structures (1 if same structures and 0 if totally
different). From now on, we use the difference of two structures, employing
either Tanimoto-metric or inverse Sørensen index:
ds:1−Sørenson(r,c)= 1−ds:Sørenson(r,c). (3.19)
Value Diﬀerence
The value distance dv (r,c) is computed over attribute descriptions common
to both:
dv (r,c)=
∑
A∈{A}r∩{A}c
fDoB (dDoB (A)), (3.20)
where fDoB is a normalizing functional for the attribute A and dDoB (A) is a
distance between p(Ar ) and p(Ac ) of the attribute A with values a.
For the distance dDoB (A) calculation, we can find over 30 different metrics
discussed in the literature, e.g. Hellinger distance, Bhattacharyya distance
or Lévy-Prokhorov-Metric. One of the most popular is the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence [Kul51], [Cov91]. The KL divergence of Q from P , denoted
dK L(P,Q), is a measure of the information loss (i.e. coding penalty) when
Q is used to approximate P [Cov91], [Bur02]. The KL divergence is also
called relative entropy, since it is a generalization of Shannon entropy –
a relative information entropy with the consideration of a model Q, i.e.
direct employment of a prior knowledge. In other words, we search the
model Q that minimizes the information loss – the minimum distance with
Q-variation by fixed (given) P . The KL divergence effectively measures
the average likelihood of observation data P if a particular model Q has
generated this data. It is a measure of “discrepancy”, a so-called “directed
measure”, and not a simple distance, since KL from P to Q is not the same
as KL from Q to P . The KL divergence is one of the most fundamental of all
information measures since it is derived from minimal assumptions and
fulfills the additivity property. As we state in [Bel12c], the Kullback-Leibler
distance is widely used in classification (e.g. heart signals classification
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[Chu08], similarity of ontology elements [Zam11] or word clustering in text
classification [Dhi02]).
The KL divergence is calculated as follows:
dDoB :K L(P,Q)=
∑
a
P (a) log
P (a)
Q(a)
, (3.21)
dDoB :K L(p,q)=
∞∫
−∞
p(a) log
p(a)
q(a)
d a, (3.22)
where P and p denotes posterior and Q and q prior degree-of-belief distri-
butions for discrete and continuous cases respectively. Further on, we use a
convention [Cov91] as follows:
• 0log 00 = 0;
• 0log 0q = 0;
• p log p0 =∞.
Among several drawbacks of KL divergence (e.g. distributions must be
not Dirac functions sampled), for the GM case it is neither analytically
tractable, nor any efficient computational algorithm exists [Her07], [Jen07].
In this case, one can replace GMs with suitable substitutions, like Gaus-
sian, matched bound or variational approximations, as discussed in [Her07].
Hereby, we can employ Monte Carlo methods for achieving an arbitrary
precision for the distance assessment.
Alternatively, the value difference can be calculated with a normalized
Wasserstein metric L2 [Haz01], [Jen07] (a variation of integrated squared
difference is already discussed in 2.3.4), which has a closed form expression
for any number of GM components ([Ahr05]):
dDoB (A)= dL2 (p1,p2)=
∫ (
p´1(a)− p´2(a)
)2 d a, (3.23)
p´i = pi (a)√∫
pi (a)2d a
.
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A comparison of Kullback-Leibler and normalized L2 distances (along with
earth movers distance) is discussed in [Jen07] applied to computational
music for instruments recognition. The comparison outcome is as follows
[Jen07]:
all three distance measures perform approximately equal when
using a single Gaussian with full covariance matrix, except that
the normalized L2 distance performs a little worse when mix-
ing instruments from different sound fonts. Using a mixture
of ten diagonal Gaussians generally decrease recognition rates
slightly... For ten mixtures, the recognition rate for the Kullback-
Leibler distance seems to decrease less than for the EMD and
the normalized L2 distance. From these results we conclude that
the cosine distance performs slightly worse than the Kullback-
Leibler distance in terms of accuracy. However, with a single
Gaussian having full covariance matrix this difference is negligi-
ble, and since the cosine distance obeys the triangle inequality,
it might be preferable in applications with large data-sets.
Hereby, the advantage of triangle inequality (d(p1, p2)+d(p2, p3)≥ d(p1, p3))
employment is concealed in distances computation. For example, by near-
est neighbor search in “each to each” case, finding minimum distance to p2
with known distances d(p1, p2) and d(p1, p3) is optimized as follows:
1. the distance to candidate p3 is bounded by d(p2, p3) ≥ d(p1, p3)−
d(p1, p2);
2. if the current minimal distance d(pn , p2) less than d(p1, p3)−d(p1, p2),
we can reject p2 without d(p2, p3) calculation.
More generally, alternative to state of the art approaches, we can employ
the weak metric discussed in Sec. 2.3.4 and 2.3.6. The choice of the metric
depends on our goals and tasks. Moreover, the weak distance mathematical
framework is still incomplete (refer to Sec. 5.2.1).
Hard Decision
In the case of “hard” matching decision (i.e. finding only one best match), we
employ the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) classification or risk minimization
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with some cost function (where E(costs) = risks). By MAP classification, the
P (c|r ) is interpreted as a posterior DoB for the matching and is performed
as follows:
cˆM AP := argmax
c∈{C }r
P (c|r ), (3.24)
where {C }r denotes all selected by tree search nodes.
The risk minimization employment implies a search of the optimum
decision with some function l (cˆ,c) that describes costs of the cˆ decision
when the true concept is c:
cˆl := argmin
∑
c∗∈{C }r
l (c∗,c)P (c|r ). (3.25)
3.5.3 Concepts Learning
In [Bel12d] we justify the necessity of the concepts learning for intelligent
autonomous systems:
To cope with open-world modeling, an autonomous system
must be able to extend its knowledge beyond prior informa-
tion by acquiring new concept definitions. Another purpose of
knowledge is thus to store information learned from experience
during operation. The task of dynamically expanding the know-
ledge of an autonomous system constitutes an extension to the
classical concept learning problem.
An autonomous system can extend its prior knowledge by learning specific
entities as well as class concepts. While the former is straightforward, the
latter is not clear due to ambiguous choice of the structure of attributes
and values clustering. The first consideration can be the following: rep-
resentatives matched to dummy concepts (Fig. 3.7b) are candidates for
class concept learning. The second consideration can be the minimum
description length (MDL) [Grü07] – a description length LD of a world model
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M given a new concept C added to a weighted description length of this
concept has to be minimal sum over time span [t0; tn]:
LD,min = argmin
(
tn∑
t=t0
LD (M(t )|C (t0)))+wLD (C (t0))
)
. (3.26)
For a more detailed discussion of the MDL approach in concepts learning
refer to [Kuw13].

4Experiments and Evaluation
4.1 World Modeling Realization
In order to experimentally test presented concepts and methods, we have
developed a universal world modeling subsystem, called Progressive Map-
ping with Prior knowledge Matching (P M 2). It incorporates the following
components:
• tracking modules;
• dynamic modeling with Progressive Mapping framework;
• qualitative and quantitative information assessment modules;
• prior knowledge ontology system;
• information matching and interchange mechanisms;
• 3D scene and attributes visualization modules;
• network-based distributed infrastructure.
The system was deployed and tested in ARMAR-III robots [Deu08]. Some
parts were implemented and tested within the NEST project [Bau09b].
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4.2 Modeling Architecture and Realization
Workflow The overall world modeling P M 2 architecture is presented in
Fig. 4.1. The implied workflow is as follows:
1. prior knowledge definition – before autonomous system operation
starts, a group of experts defines prior knowledge relevant to the world
of interest;
2. information acquisition – sensors subsystem observes the world of
interest, pre-processes data, extracts relevant information about the
environment and sends it over network to the dynamic modeling
subsystem;
3. dynamic modeling – dynamic modeling modules process the incom-
ing information by progressing information containers, matching
prior knowledge, etc.;
4. prior knowledge matching – prior knowledge modeling subsystem pro-
cesses requests from dynamic modeling subsystem for information
matching, complementation and learning;
5. monitoring – monitors visualize contents of the modeling subsystem.
Sensors Subsystem The sensor subsystem complies intrinsic knowledge re-
strictions, performs signals pre-processing and delivers relevant information
in form of zip-compressed XML blocks over network.
Network The network infrastructure is represented by client-server con-
nections over TCP/IP. Such an approach allows for a distributed and asyn-
chronous information interchange.
Dynamic Modeling The dynamic modeling subsystem has to fulfill a va-
riety of challenging tasks (refer to Sec. 2.2.2). With this goal in mind, we
have developed a distributed, modular, multi-threading cross-platform sub-
system for models management and information fusion. In practice, this
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of the object-oriented world modeling system P M2.
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subsystem is written in C++ with STL/Boost coupling and represents an
object-oriented database (configurable to employ either a proprietary in-
memory database or mongoDB) with managers for network connections,
serializations, information fusion, consistency checks, etc. The realization
for NEST is implemented in Java with Apache Commons Math coupling.
Prior Knowledge Prior knowledge contains expert knowledge about the
world of interest (e.g. concepts, rules, etc.) as well as intrinsic prior know-
ledge (e.g. global scheme of attributes, as described in Sec. 1.3.3 and Sec. 2.2.1).
Prior knowledge subsystem supports concepts matching and complementa-
tion of representatives. Practically, we have implemented the prior know-
ledge subsystem as Protégé ontology (Fig. 4.2) but it is possible to use any
other ontology database (e.g. Ontoprise). For test purposes, we have pre-
defined knowledge for a kitchen environment (class and entity concepts of
plates, cups, tables, etc.).
Monitors Monitor clients display contents of the current world model. To
this end, remote monitors keep a copy of the dynamic model locally (with
constant updating) and visualize a 3D scene with open-source OGRE library.
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Figure 4.2: Protégé ontology framework: modeling of concepts and their
hierarchies.
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4.3 Test Scenarios and Demonstrators
The presented research and developments can be used with arbitrary sen-
sors and autonomous system set-ups. In this work, the developed system
and a selection of sub-modules were tested with three hardware platforms:
humanoid robot head ARMAR-III [Asf08] (Fig. 4.5a), complete robot ARMAR-
III [Asf06] (Fig. 1.8) and surveillance system NEST [Bau09b] (Fig. 1.7).
4.3.1 Robotic Set-Up at Fraunhofer IOSB
The IOSB robot head was a part of ARMAR-III project that is discussed
in the next section. The head has seven positional degree of freedoms
and is equipped with two stereo cameras (focal length of 6 and 8 mm)
and a microphone array with six condenser Lavaliere microphones. Since
the overall system is highly modular and distributed, it can operate on
a computer cluster if more computation power is needed (when e.g. the
system is deployed in the open world instead of a laboratory environment1.
4.3.2 ARMAR Robot at KIT
The Collaborative Research Center 588 “Humanoid Robots – Learning and
Cooperating Multimodal Robots” (SFB 588) was established on the 1st of
July, 2001 by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) and had been
running until the 30th of June, 2012. The center is assigned to the Depart-
ment of Computer Science of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. During
the third phase of the project (2008-2012 years), complex world model-
ing, exploration, intelligent perception, speech processing and actuation
concepts were investigated and experimentally proved. Over its lifetime,
the project involved more than 90 scientists and about 13 institutes, who
produced more than 450 scientific publications. The main research and de-
velopment platform of the Center was the ARMAR robot. Four generations
of the platform have been developed (Fig. 4.3).
1 This can, for example, make auto-calibration or information association and classification
much more complicated, if vast sets of concepts and representatives are required.
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Figure 4.3: The four generations of the humanoid robot ARMAR ([Deu08])
placed in reading order: starting at the top left position with the first genera-
tion and ending at the bottom right position with the fourth generation.
The main experimental platform used during the present analysis is the
ARMAR robot of the third generation (ARMAR-III) (Fig. 1.8). It consists of
above mentioned robot head, 7 degrees of freedom (DoF) arms (position,
velocity and torque sensors; 6D FT-sensors, sensitive skin), 8 DoF hands
(pneumatic actuators, holding force 2.5 kg), 3 DoF torso (2 embedded PCs,
10 DSP/FPGA units) and holonomic mobile platform (3 embedded PCs, 3
laser scanners, 2 car accumulators for 2-3 hours of autonomous operation)
[Asf06].
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4.3.3 NEST at Fraunhofer IOSB
The NEST platform developed in Fraunhofer IOSB is a next generation auto-
mated surveillance and monitoring system. It implements decentralized,
service-oriented system architecture with intelligent information processing,
including motion detection and tracking, semantic description of complex
situations, etc. [Moß10]. The implemented mechanisms allow for detection
of e.g. abnormal activity or abandoned entities and present the complete
state estimate history of selected persons. As a testing installation, NEST
operates a network of multi-modal sensors within the IOSB building and at
the surrounding grounds.
4.4 Evaluation
4.4.1 Knowledge-Driven Scene Analysis and Interactive
Exploration
During a cooperation with SFB 588 work-groups concerned with perception
(including collaborative Arbeitsgruppe 1 “Perception and World Modeling”),
we have performed a set of experiments in order to test the possibility of
interactive exploration of unknown entities, supported by a knowledge-
driven scene analysis. At first, the ARMAR robot performs environment
exploration, i.e. world of interest (WoI) information acquisition by active
observation (e.g. change of sensors’ position and direction) or active change
of the WoI (e.g. taking things into hands or moving things around). Further,
the robots starts to explore the environment interactively: it communicates
with humans and collects the needed information. This interaction includes
dialogs, gestures and tracking of entities.
In order to perform such complex tasks, the developed modeling subsys-
tem P M 2 was coupled with many other subsystems (e.g. dialog modules,
face recognition modules, etc.) and in the first place with an opto-acoustic
scene analysis (OPASCA) [Mac10a] subsystem.
At first, all components for the hierarchical knowledge-driven opto-acoustic
scene analysis were connected in a pipeline manner with the P M 2 at the
end. This allows to shift information processing from a short-term tracking
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basis (memory over several frames) onto a prolonged temporal analysis. Par-
ticularly, this allows for modeling of entities, which have left the observable
area but remain in the vicinity. Additionally, it allows employment of the
global prior knowledge database. Finally, it allows also re-recognition of
learned entities.
The first experimental results of such workflow are presented in [Küh10]
with an example of a real life cycle of a representative during the environ-
ment exploration. The explored scenario was as follows: a loudly speaking
person enters an observable area of the Fraunhofer IOSB robotic set-up,
talks to the system and leaves the observable area silently. The Figure 4.4
represents a life cycle of the corresponding representative: at the beginning
the person is detected by microphones, localized and at time step t0 created
within the dynamic model as a point-like representative. The incoming
observations are being fused into representative’s description, its existence
probability and position confidence level are increasing. Upon reaching a
certain threshold by the existence probability, a matching to prior knowledge
is started (time step t1). The TYPE attribute description reaches a certain
threshold in confidence level at t2 resulting in classifying the entity as a
PERSON. This triggers modules for face recognition and height estimation.
At the moment t3, the person starts to look to the camera, which finally
leads to the identification of the person (e.g. TIMO). At the time point t4, the
person silently leaves the observable area – the existence probability and the
position confidence level starts to decrease. At last, the existence probability
reaches a deletion threshold at t5 and the representative is removed from
the scene.
As discussed in [Küh10], the world modeling subsystem provides a consis-
tent and efficient information storage during all phases of the scene analysis
(i.e. detection/instantiation, specialization and deletion). In particular, the
modeling subsystem provides functionality to store and exchange infor-
mation between all sub-modules on the level of representatives and DoB
distributions.
Further experiments were carried out at more complex set-ups intended
for an interactive exploration. The ARMAR head and arm platform at Fraun-
hofer IOSB (Fig. 4.5) was challenged with the following scenario: at the
beginning, the robot head observes its surroundings. As soon as a person
steps into the world of interest area, the robot starts to follow the person
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Figure 4.4: Life cycle of a representative during the knowledge-driven opto-
acoustic scene analysis [Küh10].
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with cameras and head turns. The head tries to recognize the person and
personally greets him or her upon a successful recognition. By a speech
command from the person, the robot head starts to examine a table in front
of it. It tries to recognize known entities and asks about the unknown ones,
extending its dynamic model and prior knowledge. After all desired entities
were labeled, the robot plays a memory game: it turns for a while away,
while the person removes some entities from the table, adds some new and
moves some to a new place. Hereafter, the robot head turns back and names
the changes. Upon human request, the robot can point requested entities
with its hand. Moreover, during the whole episode, any loud sound (e.g. of a
fallen down entity) can attract robot’s attention and switch to environment
observation of a corresponding area of attraction.
During this complex episode, many involved advanced methods and
concepts of the humanoid robotics have to work together within more or
less real environment:
• geometrical auto-calibration, color and light balance;
• entities detection, segmentation, recognition, learning;
• person detection, tracking, recognition;
• speech recognition, dialog manager;
• gestures and their direction recognition;
• dynamic modeling;
• prior knowledge matching and update;
• etc.
In this scenario, the world modeling subsystem served as a central in-
formation hub for all other subsystems. Thereby, the prior knowledge was
pre-defined as follows:
1. information for persons recognition: 5 persons (opto-acoustical pat-
terns [Swe10] of faces, heights and speech features);
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(a) Robot head and arm platform at Fraunhofer IOSB;
(b) Visualization of the dynamic 3D model;
Figure 4.5: Interactive exploration episode.
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2. information for things recognition: 20 entities (opto-acoustical pat-
terns [Swe10] for forms, sizes, textures and sounds; created by 3D laser
scanner and camera (Fig. 4.6a) precise models and textures (Fig. 4.6b),
attributes defined in Protégé ontology);
3. information for type classification: 30 classes (concepts and their
relations defined in Protégé ontology);
4. information for hierarchical type search and information extension: 2
hierarchies (form and semantic);
5. topology information: 3D laboratory model based on manual mea-
surements.
(a) 3D laser scanner and textures
camera;
(b) Models of scanned entities;
Figure 4.6: Experimental set-up for complex objects modeling and model
examples [Deu08].
The exploration and the analysis ran in real time on two Intel Core 2 Quad
2.67 GHz PCs (one for OPASCA and one for P M 2). With described above
conditions, the number of mismatching during recognition was around
7-12% based on approximately 50 tries with multiple (4-6) entities each.
However, the exact exploration and recognition correctness of the workflow
is hard to assess due to following issues:
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• the uncertainty of the sensors is relatively large and depends on the
direction and the distance to entities;
• attribute descriptions are limited to sizes, color patterns and sounds;
• entities of similar sizes and color patterns are mismatched so often,
that we had to influence on the choice of entities (maximum color
and size separation). This could naturally introduce bias.
More realistic scenarios would be even harder to assess due to further sys-
tematic uncertainties, i.e. difference in light conditions (sunlight through
windows, diffuse artificial light, directed desk light), position and direction
auto-calibration issues by head movements (pitch, yaw, roll), etc. In spite of
white balance and brightness auto-leveling, mismatching dominates even
with relatively small (i.e. 8-10) entities sets. In order to reduce bias, the light-
ing condition had been keeping constant (laboratory environment). The
position and direction re-calibration was improved when the head position
was fixed and extra markers were placed on the laboratory walls.
As a next experiment, the environment observation in a designed inter-
active manner was performed as a background process on the ARMAR-III
robot during its normal operation. The prior knowledge was extended and
refined by the following information:
1. topology information: precise 3D kitchen model (Fig. 4.7b) based on
laser measurements (Fig. 4.7a) and camera observations;
2. complex entities information: generic knowledge about cupboards,
dishwashers, etc. (e.g. doors, drawers, hinges and joints);
3. statistical scene analysis information: probabilistic position distribu-
tions for entities (i.e. usual placements of things within the modeling
environment, e.g. cups on the cupboard or on the table).
4.4.2 Bayesian Filtering
In order to experiment with Bayesian Filtering (refer to Sec. 2.3), we have
implemented two state of the art filters – the Kalman and particle filters –
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(a) Raw kitchen room data: triangulated surfaces as a result
of laser measurements;
(b) 3D kitchen model after manual processing of the raw
data (combining triangles into flat surfaces, segmenting and
semantic labeling of representatives, etc.);
Figure 4.7: Kitchen model as a prior knowledge for the world of interest
[Deu08].
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within the NEST project. Since the NEST project is dedicated to monitoring
and surveillance of indoor and outdoor areas, the modeling domain has to
include area topology, available sensors, targets and immaterial (e.g. events)
entities. The employed domain hierarchy is presented in Fig. 4.8. Hereby,
NEST
Tracking
Topology
Map
Static 
Entity
Sensor
Static
Target
Person
Mechanical
Immaterial
Event
Action
Context
Situation
Mobile
Animal
Critical
Area
Critical
Entity
Figure 4.8: NEST modeling domain hierarchy.
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the domain representatives contain:
• Topology: type, state, coordinates, direction, bounding box, covari-
ance, relation, critical mark;
• Sensor: type, state, coordinates, direction, covariance;
• Target: type, state, coordinates, speed, direction (e.g. face direction),
bounding box, covariance, color (histogram), relations;
• Immaterial: type, coordinates, direction, covariance, relations, ex-
tended information.
Kalman Filter 2D Tracking
Let us apply a Kalman filter (refer to Sec. 2.3.2) to tracking of a person
on a street. Here we are interested in position
[
x,y
]T and velocity [x˙,y˙]T
estimation – so, the state vector~s is:
~s =

x
x˙
y
y˙
 . (4.1)
Since both position and velocity are state components, they will not be
overwritten by current sensor values or calculated in the manner of x˙ =
(xk − xk−1)/∆t but will be updated by (and so will take advantages of) the
inference process.
The speed of the person is assumed to be constant (i.e. constant velocity
model) by two reasons: it simplifies the estimation and it is often close to
real life behavior (if a person is moving with 5 km/h velocity, in the next
moment he or she will probably have approximately the same speed). For
this reason, the evolution matrix F is constant.
A real person, however, can change his or her own speed due to many
reasons: because of passing by of other pedestrians, obeying traffic lights,
following the intended path plan, etc. We reflect it by defining a process noise
~w as acceleration~ar ∈N (0,σar ). We also specify probability distributions
of acceleration values by normal distributions. This reflects the fact that
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in most of the cases the acceleration is close to 0 (soft speed-up or slow-
down). The width of the allowed acceleration distribution is specified by an
empirical constant σar that is assigned proportional to physical limitations
(e.g. person’s acceleration). Thus, the process covariance matrix Q is also
constant.
We make observations every∆t seconds. Hereby, this time interval defines
the temporal discretization step (k − 1) ∆t−→ k for system changes. In the
time periods between observations, the acceleration~ar is supposed to be
constant.
As soon as sensors detect a person, the initial state can be formed accord-
ing to the observation data as well as the covariance matrix initialized by a
sufficiently large number L:
~s0|0 =

xobs
0
yobs
0
 ,
P0|0 =

L 0 0 0
0 L 0 0
0 0 L 0
0 0 0 L
 .
(4.2)
The evolution of the true state is given by 2.13:
~˜sk = F k~˜sk−1+Bk~uk︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
+ ~wk︸︷︷︸
G~ar
, (4.3)
where we (observers) do not have any influence on the person, so, Bk~uk = 0,
the process noise is defined by ~ar , called random disturbance source or
random acceleration, and disturbance transfer matrix G , which defines a
transfer of the random disturbance onto each state parameter (i.e. how
much this acceleration will affect position and speed of the person till the
next time step).
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Since we imply constant velocity model, the evolution matrix shifts the
position according to speed and keeps the speed constant:

xk = xk−1+ x˙k−1∆t
x˙k = x˙k−1
similar for y
⇒ F =

1 ∆t 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 ∆t
0 0 0 1
 . (4.4)
The acceleration, disturbance on position and speed, and disturbance
transfer matrix are given by:
~ar =
[
x¨
y¨
]
, (4.5)
{
∆x = x¨∆t 22
∆x˙ = x¨∆t ⇒G =

∆t 2/2 0
∆t 0
0 ∆t 2/2
0 ∆t
 . (4.6)
The process covariance matrixQ is defined by noise transfer matrixG and
acceleration covariance matrix σar :
σar =
[
σ2x¨ 0
0 σ2y¨
]
, (4.7)
Q =GσarGT =

∆t 4σ2x¨
4
∆t 3σ2x¨
2 0 0
∆t 3σ2x¨
2 ∆t
2σ2x¨ 0 0
0 0
∆t 4σ2y¨
4
∆t 3σ2y¨
2
0 0
∆t 3σ2y¨
2 ∆t
2σ2y¨
 . (4.8)
In the case of active prior knowledge employment, we can adjust matrices
σar , F and B on-the-fly in order to reflect road topology, traffic lights and
obstacles, as well as initiate direct input (e.g. by sending a police car to stop
the target) that is currently 0. Additionally it is possible to calculateQk and
Rk from incoming data with Autocovariance Least-Squares (ALS) [Ode06b]
method.
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Finally, the true state evolution from Eq. 4.3 looks like:

x
x˙
y
y˙

k
=

1 ∆t 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 ∆t
0 0 0 1


x
x˙
y
y˙

true,k−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
motion with constant speed (propagation)
x+ x˙∆t
x˙
y + y˙∆t
y˙

true,k−1
+

∆t 2/2 0
∆t 0
0 ∆t 2/2
0 ∆t
[x¨y¨
]
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
random acceleration contribution (noise)
x¨∆t 2/2
x¨∆t
y¨∆t 2/2
y¨∆t

k
.
(4.9)
The measurement ~˜o is given by 2.14:
~˜ok =Hk~˜sk +~vk . (4.10)
The sensor parameters are supposed to be constant, leading to H ,R = const .
Since our camera can see only a position of the person, the observation
model matrix is defined as:
H =
[
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
]
. (4.11)
The measurement noise is assumed to be ~v ∈ N (0,R). We assume the
following form of the observation covariance matrix:
R =
[
σ2obs,x 0
0 σ2obs,y
]
. (4.12)
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Finally, the measurement in Eq. 4.10 is now:
[
x
y
]
obs,k
=
[
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
]
k

x
x˙
y
y˙

true,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
ideal observation without noise[
x
y
]
true,k
+ ~vk︸︷︷︸
clutter (e.g. sensor noise)[∝σobs,x
∝σobs,y
]
k
.
(4.13)
The proposed Kalman filter parametrization was tested in NEST project
with resulting experimental samples presented in Figure 4.9.
Particle Filter 2D Tracking
The NEST system is capable of tracking entities (e.g. people, cars, ships)
in closed (e.g. buildings) and open (e.g. seas) areas. In practice we have
implemented a particle filter (refer to Sec. 2.3.5) with the following workflow.
At the time point k we have detected a person. The position attribute X of
the entity is initialized by a continuous multivariate Gaussian distribution
p(~x) for coordinates and speed. Since the estimate converges within a few
steps, we initialize this distribution with a large variance (at least of 3σ of
sensors’ resolution) and assume the speed parameter to be about ±12m/s
(unknown speed, so maximum possible value; Fig. 4.10a-4.10b). At this
time step, we draw P uniform (equally weighted) particles from this initial
distribution. The positions of particles are chosen according to p(~x). In
order to visualize the state estimate, we can convert particles into Gaussian
mixture with the following procedure: particle position → mean, LDQ →
covariance matrix. Upon next observation (time step k+1), we propagate
particles according to our system dynamic equations. Since the speed is
unknown, the particles are scattered in all directions on the coordinate
plane (Fig. 4.10a-4.10b). Next, we fuse new observation into obtained pre-
diction. To this end, we estimate sensor parameters at the observed values
and calculate likelihood (Fig. 4.10e). Then, we reweight particles accord-
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(a) Entity detection in video
streams [Bel12d];
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(b) Simulation: ground truth (black),
estimate (red), observation (blue);
(c) World model with topology and observed persons in indoor surveillance
[Bel12d];
Figure 4.9: Kalman filter tracking in NEST project.
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Figure 4.10: Slices of the multivariate state estimate p.d.f.
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ing to likelihood function (Fig. 4.12a). Slices of a reweighted estimate are
presented in Fig. 4.11a-4.11b. It is quite possible that only a few particles
x (m)
y (m)
(a) Reweighted x-y at k+1;
v  (m/s)
x
x (m)
(b) Reweighted x-vx at k+1;
Figure 4.11: Slices of the reweighted multivariate state estimate p.d.f.
have obtained a significant weight since, for example, likelihood is shifted
relative to most of particles. This is visible, for example, in Fig. 4.11b. Such
process of degeneracy (i.e. loosing particles) demands resampling in order to
maintain more or less the same number of particles along the iterations. For
resampling, we converse particles into GM, based on particle positions and
LDQs, and sample it (Fig. 4.12b). A resulting set of new particles is assumed
to be a prior distribution for the next step propagation for the moment k+2.
Sampling with Weak Metric Algorithm
We have discussed the weak metric approach related to sampling in [Pak13],
as well as in Sec. 2.3.4 and 2.3.6. For illustration, let us consider sampling of a
40-component Gaussian mixture. In order to compare our method with state
of the art approaches, we have generated 100 uniformly weighted particles
according to the distribution density and the same amount of samples
resulting from the WD algorithm (optimized for position and weights). For
the latter, we have employed 200 Gaussian probe functions similar to those
described in Sec. 4.4.3. The results are presented in Fig. 4.13 and Table 4.1.
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a
p(a)
(a) Particles reweighting: green – likelihood, red – weights;
a
p(a)
(b) Resampled state estimate: gray – reweighted according to likelihood
particles from (a), thick black – resulting GM after particles conversion,
red – new particles after resampling;
Figure 4.12: Resampling: reweighting and conversion of particles to GM.
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x
x
x
f(c)dc
-
Figure 4.13: Gaussian mixture sampling [Pak13]: (a) original GM (red), 100
uniformly weighted samples (blue), and 100 samples resulting from the WD
algorithm (green). Line heights represent relative weights; (b) Cumulative
distributions of the same data as in (a). The WD cumulative distribution
(green) is equal to the original one (red) till the right part, which is affected by
window function G(~ω,W ;~µ) suppression during the modulation process.
Extended Attributes Set
As we have discussed in Sec. 2.3.3, tracking of speed and coordinates allows
basic target tracing. In more complex cases, e.g. intersecting target paths, a
matching of observations to targets can be ambiguous. Hereby, it is advanta-
geous to employ more descriptive attributes into state estimate. This allows
for better observations assignment as well as better classification. One of the
natural candidates for additional attributes is the color. In NEST tracking we
have employed a color histogram of 10 bins normalized over all pixels in the
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Method WSD Run-time [s] Mean Variance Norm
Original - - 1.855 1.224 1.0
Uniform 0.1351 0.014 2.029 1.246 1.0
WD 0.0225 49.31 1.775 1.061 0.952
Table 4.1: A comparison of GM sampling methods [Pak13]. The gradient
descent is performed over all 100 samples leading to a long run-time but
has a better weak squared difference (WSD, refer to Eq. 2.31 and Eq. 2.38).
Since the WD algorithm is optimized for the WSD only, the mean, variance
and norm values do not follow the original values as, for example, in uniform
case.
frame. In order to test the utility of this improvement, we have performed
a tracking simulation of two persons walking side by side while constantly
crossing their paths (Fig. 4.14). The corresponding results are presented
in Fig. 4.15. As we can see a particle filter completely fails in the case of
spatial ambiguity, which is resolved by color information consideration in
observation-to-estimate association.
Bayesian Fusion in Practice
As mentioned earlier, we modify the weights of the particles according to
the likelihood. Hereby, we can also employ prior knowledge, e.g. topology
restrictions (Fig. 4.16a) or state estimate (Fig. 4.16b). In Fig. 4.17 there is a
result of Bayesian fusion of prior knowledge and likelihood or state estimate.
The prior knowledge can be a pre-defined expert knowledge or information
obtained during a statistical scene analysis [Kas13].
4.4.3 Gaussian Mixture Reduction Problem
We have discussed the GM reduction problematic in [Pak13], as well as in
Sec. 2.3.4 and 2.3.6. For experimental tests, we have examined various reduc-
tion algorithms compared to our proposal. For example, Fig. 4.18 depicts a
1D 40-kernels GM (marked as “Original”) reduced to a 8-kernels one. The
“Original” distribution contains components of random mean and standard
deviation σ ∈ [0.05;0.35]. Hereby, we compare our WD and WC algorithms
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Figure 4.14: Tracking simulation: two persons (red circles) Andrey and
Dmitriy are walking within a building. A set of cameras (yellow pictograms)
are observing them with view coverages marked by lighter volumes. Andrey
is wearing mostly red clothes and Dmitriy blue ones. The ground truth paths
are presented by corresponding red and blue lines.
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(a) No color consideration;
(b) Color attribute is considered;
Figure 4.15: Simulation scenario: recovered trajectories (particle filter re-
sults) without and with color estimation and matching.
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(a) Prior probability distribution of finding a
person on an alley (view from above): black – a
tree trunk, beige – a bench;
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(b) Likelihood after an observation or state
estimate of a person;
Figure 4.16: Bayesian fusion set-up: topology information and likelihood or
state estimate.
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Figure 4.17: Bayesian fusion: a posterior state estimate benefits from the
prior information, assigning more probability of finding a person to more
plausible regions (e.g. in this case, the bench location).
(refer to Sec. 2.3.6) to state of the art algorithms: Salmond [Pao94], West
[Wes93], Runnalls [Run07], and Williams [Wil03a] (“initialization” algorithm
without optimization stage). The WD algorithm employs 200 Gaussian probe
functions with mean mi ∝N (ω;W ), blurring kernel size E = 0.02, window
kernel position at ω = 1.0, and size W = 4.0. The WC algorithm employs
similar parameters.
The results of the reduction algorithms are presented in the Table 4.2.
The symbols ΣISD and ΣWSD denote symmetrized normalized ISD and WSD
metrics [Hub09] defined as:
Σ• =
√
d•( f ,g )
d•( f ,0)+d•(0,g )
, (4.14)
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of GM reduction algorithms [Pak13].
where • stands for either ISD or WSD. The dISD( f ,g ) is given in Eq. 2.22 and
dWSD( f ,g ) in Eq. 2.38.
MHT with Weak Distance GM Reduction
In order to compare GM reduction algorithms over a prolonged time period,
we have performed 2D multiple hypotheses tracking [Wil03b] with state
estimate components reduction at each time iteration. The algorithms
comparison is performed each time over the same data set. In order to have
complicated cases in GM analysis, we have contaminated real observations
with severe clutter: each observation is delivered with 100 false observations.
Moreover, we demand at most 8 kernels to survive the reduction phase on
each time step. In Fig. 4.19, we have plotted one test run of 50 time steps
with WC reduction. For the overall comparison, we have performed 5 runs
each of 50 steps for each reduction algorithm.
The WC and WD algorithms had the same run parameters: the measure-
ment noise covariance matrixC v = diag(1,1), the blurring kernel E = 49C v ,
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Method ΣISD ΣWSD Runtime [s] Mean Variance
Original - - - 1.855 1.224
Salmond 0.0916 0.0518 3.90 1.855 1.224
West 0.0701 0.0295 0.017 1.855 1.224
Runnalls 0.0679 0.0271 0.090 1.855 1.224
Williams 0.1445 0.1239 2.477 1.838 1.197
WC 0.0547 0.0250 2.486 1.843 1.220
WD 0.0555 0.0102 62.47 1.886 1.302
Table 4.2: A comparison of GM reduction algorithms [Pak13]. The WD al-
gorithm is the slowest approach (due to full-gradient search) but it greatly
reduces the problem-adjusted WSD metric. The WC variant delivers small
WSD and ISD. All square difference based algorithms change the mean and
covariance during the reduction process. In the case of WD/WC it can be
compensated by enforcing the equality of the first moments with correspond-
ing probe functions with large weights. A larger WSD loss in WC algorithm
compared to the original Williams’ variant is not clear given the fact that our
version employs Williams’ minimization method based on WSD metric. We
consider two possible reasons: imposed simulation conditions are too harsh,
leading to GM degeneration with enormous discrepancy between weights
of different components (a clue given by smaller ΣWSD average and per-step
values of Runnalls’ algorithm compared to Williams’ algorithm). Second, the
weak metric is possibly more sensitive to the sub-optimality of the Williams’
initialization algorithm.
and the window function with mean ~ω= (200,200)T and covariance matrix
W = 4·104C v . These parameters allow to limit the tasks with only 1000 probe
functions (due to approximate estimation of minimum sufficient number of
probe functions around
p
detE/detW ).
In spite of harsh conditions, almost all considered algorithms have man-
aged to keep the track during the test runs. The only algorithm that had
lost the track during two runs was the Pruning algorithm, which represents
simple removal of kernels with the smallest weights. However, the number
of kernels in the estimate distribution just before each reduction step was
significantly different between algorithms, which can be considered for fur-
ther algorithms improvements. Moreover, the approximation quality had
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varied from algorithm to algorithm. The results are presented in Table 4.3 in
a logarithmic scale.
y (m)
x (m)
Figure 4.19: 2D tracking [Pak13]: ground truth (black), real and clutter obser-
vations (green), WC algorithm estimate (red).
4.4.4 Bestimmtheit Assessment
In [Bel12b] we discuss Bestimmtheit (refer to Sec. 3.3.3) assessment for a
kitchen environment. Let us move now to a living room and consider a task
of watering a recently brought small ficus on a chest of drawers (Figure 4.20a).
The experimental parameters are listed in the Table 4.4. For simplicity we
consider only marginal probability distributions. The chest of drawers is a
persistent entity of constant size (0.80; 1.00; 0.48) m and constant position,
so, it is defined in the prior knowledge. Let us suppose that its representative
in the dynamic model is already correctly classified. This imposes prior
restrictions on the geometrical attributes of the flowerpot: it has to be on the
top of the drawer. The flower entity is new to the ARMAR-III robot (brought
a few minutes ago). The robot, which performs the watering task, has no
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Method 〈log10(ΣWSD)〉 〈log10(ΣISD)〉
Prune -2.4979 -2.1405
West -2.9392 -1.4951
Salmond -3.2378 -1.2886
Runnalls -4.0232 -3.3137
Williams -3.9465 -3.5596
WC -1.8776 -1.6956
WD -3.7910 -3.1089
Table 4.3: A comparison of common GM reduction methods in 2D MHT
tracking [Pak13]: the averaged logarithms of the WSD and the ISD values. It
is surprising to get worse weak squared difference (WSD) value in WC algo-
rithm compared to William’s algorithm, since we had used the William’s al-
gorithm for minimization of the WSD metric. The reason for this is in almost
degenerated GMs with huge discrepancies between kernel weights arising
from the harsh tracking conditions. Moreover, the weak metric algorithm
is very sensitive to the William’s initialization method. The WD algorithm
seems to be at the level of the state of the art algorithms with a potential
for improvements (due to problem- and sensor-specific parametrization
and ability to handle generalized functions). It is important, though, to find
those application fields, as well as optimal sets of probe function, which will
benefit most from the proposed approach.
explicit prior information about possible flowerpot sizes. The placeholder
surface limits the prior size of the flowerpot to (0.01-0.80; 0.01-1.50; 0.01-
0.48) m. Here we assume the size at least of 1 cm and at most of the surface
area (chest of drawers’ surface and the height of maximum 1.5 m). Since the
exact prior size is unknown, the prior position is allowed to be (0.00-0.80;
0.00; 0.00-0.48) m with the reference point of the right farthest corner of
the placeholder. For simplicity, we assume flat p.d.f.s within allowed values
(though, as discussed previously, we normally use Gaussian distributions).
The posterior distribution can be obtained with Bayesian fusion of obser-
vations with prior state. Let us suppose a Gaussian form for the probability
distributions. The ARMAR robot has stereo cameras and, thus, can perform
a 3D spacing of the presented scene, though with a large uncertainty. A
typical spatial uncertainty (standard deviations for marginal spatial distri-
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butions) for a flowerpot placed on the 1 m height and 1 m away in front of
the robot is around (0.05; 0.06; 0.09) m depending on calibration and sight
of view angles. Since the task involves pouring of water over the furniture,
we require relatively fine granularity of modeling information. In this case,
the least discernible quantum (LDQ) is limited mostly by sensors resolution
uncertainty.
Chest of drawers
size dx 0.80
size dy 1.00
size dz 0.48
Flowerpot
prior position x ∈ [0.00;0.80]
prior position y 0.00
prior position z ∈ [0.00;0.48]
prior size dx ∈ [0.01;0.80]
prior size dy ∈ [0.01;1.50]
prior size dz ∈ [0.01;0.48]
posterior position x N (0.02,0.05)
posterior position y 0.00
posterior position z N (0.05,0.09)
posterior size dx N (0.18,0.05)
posterior size dy N (0.10,0.06)
posterior size dz N (0.08,0.09)
Camera parameters
σx 0.05
σy 0.06
σz 0.09
LDQ
LDQ x,y ,z equal to camera σ
Table 4.4: Example parameters for Bestimmtheit assessment.
The prior and posterior x and z distributions are presented in Figures 4.20b
and 4.20c. The distribution for y is assumed to be a delta-function (flower-
pot stands exactly on the chest of drawers’ surface). Similarly, the sizes of
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the flowerpot bounding box are Gaussian p.d.f.s with parameters listed in
Table 4.4. The resulting information entropies, KL distances between prior
and posterior and Bestimmtheit are presented in Table 4.5.
Attribute
Entropy
KL distance Bestimmtheit
prior posterior
position x 2.77 0.88 0.94 0.68
position y 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
position z 1.74 0.93 0.26 0.46
size x 2.77 1.46 1.30 0.48
size y 3.4 1.23 1.89 0.64
size z 2.28 1.33 0.83 0.42
Table 4.5: Entropy, KL distance between prior and posterior and Bes-
timmtheit assessment.
In the common case (no given tasks ⇒ equal weight coefficients), the
resulting Bestimmtheit over geometry attribute descriptions is 0.61 with
position z and sizes x and z marked for further exploration. We interpret this
Bestimmtheit value as geometry information observed to 61% of potentially
measurable/relevant information. This value, however, depends on the LDQ
(and thus, on actual visual information uncertainty). For example, if the
robot would stand closer to the chest of drawers so that uncertainty would
be 20% less, the Bestimmtheit would be 0.59.
Let us consider the sufficiency of Bestimmtheit value for a given task,
namely, for watering the ficus. For simplicity, we calculate a limit for the
z-position. To this end, we put three sigma precision to be of 2.5 cm in
order to stay within the 5 cm area around the plant to the border of the
flowerpot. Hereby, the position for watering in a discretized distribution
form has to be within the 5 cm area. In the “worst acceptable” case, the
position distribution is flat over this area, giving a maximum allowed entropy
H∗. In this case, we require the Bestimmtheit value of B = 1−H∗/Hmax =
1− 1.18/3.91 = 0.70. Hence, the Bestimmtheit is still insufficient for the
required task and perception subsystem is triggered for further flowerpot
observation.
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x: 18 cm
z: 8 cm
y: 10 cm
(a) Flowerpot;
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8
p(x)
(b) Position x;
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z (m)
0.1
0.2
0.3
p(z)
(c) Position z;
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4
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8
x (m)
p(x)
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
(d) Discretization of position x;
-0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
z (m)
0.1
0.2
0.3
p(z)
(e) Discretization of position z;
Figure 4.20: Experiment data: (a) – flowerpot for watering task, (b)-(c) – x
and z positions of the flowerpot relative to the chest of drawers corner, (d)-(e)
– LDQ discretization. Prior probability density functions are presented in
blue and posterior in pink color.
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4.4.5 Prior Knowledge Matching
1D Simulation We have compared two state of the art distances: KL and
Wasserstein L2 (refer to Sec. 3.5.2) within a 1D simulator. The test set-up
was implied to be a kitchen environment with plausible entity sizes and
camera parameters. Hereby, the prior knowledge had contained K con-
cepts, each presented by a type label and a size distribution N (µc ;σc ), where
µc ∈ [0.05;3.00] m and σc ∈ [0.05;0.20] m. The dynamic model was popu-
lated with R = K ·F representatives of the same structure: type label from
prior knowledge and size distribution N (µr ;σr ), where µr was chosen ran-
domly within the area of 1σc and σr within [0.005;0.010] m. In this set-up,
F representatives were correctly pre-matched to each original, creating all
conditions for distances comparison. In Fig. 4.21 we have depicted an exam-
ple of random prior knowledge distributions and corresponding likelihoods
generated according to prior parameters.
p(a)
a
Figure 4.21: Simulation data for 10 pairs of likelihoods and corresponding
prior knowledge distributions.
For better performance of representative-to-concept matching, it is advan-
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tageous to employ closed forms of the distances. For example, the KL diver-
gence contains p(a) log
(
p(a)/q(a)
)
d a that leads to narrow delta-function-
similar functions in the integral, not easily to compute numerically. The
closed forms for KL divergence and Wasserstein L2 are found as:
dK L(p, q)=
+∞∫
−∞
p(x) log
p(x)
q(x)
d x
=
+∞∫
−∞
exp
(
− (x−µp )
2
2σ2p
)(
− (x−µp )
2
2σ2p
+ (x−µq )
2
2σ2q
− logσp + logσq
)
p
2piσp
=
(µp −µq )2+ (σp −σq )(σp +σq )+2σ2q (− logσp + logσq )
2σ2q
;
(4.15)
dL2 (p1, p2)=
∫ (
(p´1(x)− p´2(x)
)2 d x
=
exp
(
− (x−µp1 )
2
2σ2p1
)
pi1/4
p
σp1
−
exp
(
− (x−µp2 )
2
2σ2p2
)
pi1/4
p
σp2

2
, (4.16)
with p´i = pi (x)√∫
pi (x)2d x
.
The resulting plots for distances comparison are given in Fig. 4.22-4.24
with different parameters K and R . A difference of correct matching cases of
KL minus correct matching of L2 ranges within 2.5%.
An Example of Real Matching
Set-Up In [Bel12c] we consider a scenario of an exploration of entities on a
table during a coffee break. Let us extend it to a breakfast episode. The table
is a persistent entity, thus, its size and location is pre-defined in the prior
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K
R
(a) Correct matching with KL;
K
R
(b) Correct matching with L2;
Figure 4.22: Simulation results of distances comparison: correct matching. R
– number of representatives in a dynamic model, K – number of concepts in
the prior knowledge.
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K
R
(a) Correct matching with KL when L2 is
wrong;
K
R
(b) Correct matching with L2 when KL
is wrong;
Figure 4.23: Simulation results of distances comparison: correct matching
when other metric makes error. R – number of representatives in a dynamic
model, K – number of concepts in the prior knowledge.
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K R
Figure 4.24: Simulation results of distances comparison: correct matching
KL-L2. R – number of representatives in a dynamic model, K – number of
concepts in the prior knowledge.
knowledge. A typical spatial uncertainty coming from the ARMAR cameras
for a kettle placed 1.5 m in front of the robot is about 0.1 m depending on
the angular calibration and the angle of sight [Bel12b]. For simplification,
we allow only a limited set of entities: specific kettle, tea cups and a cu-
cumber. The choice of the entities is special: the kettle is a known entity
with recognizable noise production upon boiling, cups are represented by
a tea cup concept without prior statistics and a cucumber is represented
by a class concept with color description. Moreover, cucumber, cup and
kettle have the same shape CYLINDER; the cup and the kettle both have a
handle. An example of an experimental set-up is presented in Figure 4.25. As
mentioned in Section 4.4.4, typical standard deviations for marginal spacial
distributions in such a set-up are about (0.05; 0.06; 0.09) m. Hereby, we can
immediately meet several problems:
1. entities merge – entities placed too close to each other (less than 10
cm distance) cannot be observed correctly;
2. non-isotropic lighting – emerging shadows are segmented as a part of
an entity;
3. color balance – colors are not constant within spatio-temporal sec-
tions due to non-isotropic lighting (a cucumber is almost black on
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Figure 4.25: Scene example for matching.
the left side and green on the right side) and changing lighting (e.g.
daylight from windows and artificial lighting during the nighttime).
Since we focus here on the proposed matching approach, we solve these is-
sues as following: the entities merge is avoided by placing entities far enough
to each other. The latter two problems are solved by constant artificial light-
ing directed from all sides and curtained windows. Moreover, we simplify
the scene by neglecting bounding box sizes for cylinder-like entities (e.g.
cups) and consider cylinders (i.e. radius and height of the entities). Finally,
due to practical considerations, we represent color attribute description
in form of normalized color histogram (number of pixels with RGB colors
corresponding to each bin divided by the total number of pixels).
Dynamic Model and Prior Knowledge Information For this experimen-
tal set-up we have 4 representatives (REPR_1, REPR_2, REPR_3, REPR_4)
corresponding to 4 entities (BREAD, CUCUMBER, TEA CUP, AEG KETTLE)
and 3 concepts in prior knowledge (CONCEPT_CLASS_CUCUMBER, CON-
CEPT_CLASS_TEA_CUP, CONCEPT_ENTITY_AEG_KETTLE). The attribute de-
scriptions of representatives and corresponding concepts are presented in
Tables 4.6-4.9.
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Entity BREAD
REPR_1 no match in prior knowledge
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Table 4.6: Real matching example: entity BREAD attribute descriptions.
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Entity CUCUMBER
REPR_2 CONCEPT_CLASS_CUCUMBER
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Table 4.7: Real matching example: entity CUCUMBER attribute descriptions
and prior knowledge. Length SIZE_DZ distribution describes two sorts of
cucumbers.
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Entity TEA CUP
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Table 4.8: Real matching example: entity TEA CUP attribute descriptions and
prior knowledge.
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Entity AEG KETTLE
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Table 4.9: Real matching example: entity AEG KETTLE attribute descriptions
and prior knowledge.
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Matching Example The structural difference analysis results are presented
in Table 4.10. The value difference analysis results are presented in Table 4.11.
REPR_1 REPR_2 REPR_3 REPR_4
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER 0.50 (0.33) 0 (0) 0.2 (0.11) 0.33 (0.2)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP 0.57 (0.4) 0.2 (0.11) 0 (0) 0.17 (0.09)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE 0.63 (0.45) 0.33 (0.2) 0.17 (0.09) 0 (0)
Table 4.10: Structural difference analysis results: Tanimoto-metric distance
(numbers) and inverse Sørenson index distance (numbers in braces).
We can see that the dynamic model contains systematic errors (sensor error,
color reflections, etc.) that can dramatically affect distribution matching.
For example, due to lighting peculiarities (leading to shadows and flares)
and other effects, the representative REPR_2 (entity CUCUMBER) has black,
gray and white components in the color histogram, while corresponding
concept has only the green component. If we compute KL divergence from
this couple of distributions, the result will be infinite, since prior distribution
contains zeroes at black, gray and white bins. This infinity drastically af-
fects the overall distance between REPR_2 and CONCEPT_CLASS_CUCUMBER,
leading to minimal similarity. At this point, the cucumber model has to be
adjusted in such way that all other colors are allowed with a small probabi-
lity. For example, we can introduce a flat distribution component with very
low probability value. Alternatively, we can ignore an amount of values in
representative’s distributions equal to empirically found values of systematic
effects (e.g. employ a 7 per cent threshold).
Relatively large values and discrepancies in the Table 4.11 come from poor
sensors’ performance. In the case of large uncertainty, it can be impossible
to match to concepts of lower ontology levels. The sufficiency of informa-
tion, as well as lower matching bound can be determined by Bestimmtheit
calculation. If matching is not possible, we stop at a parent concept (e.g.
CYLINDER instead of TEA CUP) during the depth search.
Now we normalize calculated distances. For simplicity, let us put normal-
izing functional as follows:
fDoB := 1− 1
2|dDoB (A)|
. (4.17)
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SHAPE
REPR_1 REPR_2 REPR_3 REPR_4
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER ∞ (2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP ∞ (2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE ∞ (2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
COLOR
REPR_1 REPR_2 REPR_3 REPR_4
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER ∞ (0.34) 0.13 (0.01) ∞ (0.48) ∞ (0.58)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP 0.98 (0.18) 1.85 (0.69) 1.49 (0.3) 1.65 (0.4)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE ∞ (0.32) ∞ (0.86) ∞ (0.23) -0.02 (0)
SIZE_DX
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
SIZE_DY
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
SIZE_DZ
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER 0.56 (0.47) 0.68 (0.61) 0.92 (0.82) 0.66 (0.61)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP 3.79 (0.56) 35.1 (2) 0.60 (0.22) 12.88 (1.93)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE 98.3 (1.52) 60.39 (1.82) 94.89 (1.95) 10.39 (0.76)
SIZE_RADIUS
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER - (-) 37.93 (0.73) 40.93 (0.87) 50.3 (1.07)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP - (-) 39.8 (0.71) 37.8 (0.8) 40.93 (0.95)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE - (-) 48.85 (0.8) 41.45 (0.84) 37.82 (0.91)
HAS_HANDLE
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP - (-) - (-) 0 (0) 0 (0)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE - (-) - (-) 0 (0) 0 (0)
SOUND_PATTERN
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE - (-) - (-) - (-) 0 (0)
Table 4.11: Value difference analysis results: KL divergence (numbers) and
Wasserstein L2 distance (numbers in braces). Missing parameters (due to
restrictions of the attributes scheme or missing corresponding attributes) are
denoted by the “-”-sign.
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The normalized distances are presented in Table 4.12.
SHAPE
REPR_1 REPR_2 REPR_3 REPR_4
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER 1 (0.75) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP 1 (0.75) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE 1 (0.75) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
COLOR
REPR_1 REPR_2 REPR_3 REPR_4
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER 1 (0.21) 0.09 (0.01) 1 (0.28) 1 (0.33)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP 0.49 (0.12) 0.72 (0.38) 0.64 (0.19) 0.36 (0.24)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE 1 (0.2) 1 (0.45) 1 (0.15) 0.01 (0)
SIZE_DZ
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER 0.32 (0.11) 0.38 (0.35) 0.47 (0.44) 0.37 (0.35)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP 0.93 (0.32) 1 (0.75) 0.34 (0.14) 1 (0.74)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE 1 (0.65) 1 (0.72) 1 (0.74) 1 (0.41)
SIZE_RADIUS
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER - (-) 1 (0.4) 1 (0.45) 1 (0.52)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP - (-) 1 (0.39) 1 (0.43) 1 (0.48)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE - (-) 1 (0.43) 1 (0.44) 1 (0.47)
HAS_HANDLE
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP - (-) - (-) 0 (0) 0 (0)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE - (-) - (-) 0 (0) 0 (0)
SOUND_PATTERN
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE - (-) - (-) - (-) 0 (0)
Table 4.12: Normalized value difference analysis results: KL divergence
(numbers) and Wasserstein L2 distance (numbers in braces). Missing para-
meters (due to restrictions of the attributes scheme or missing corresponding
attributes) are denoted by the “-”-sign.
We sum the resulting distances up and normalize the sum with fv :=
1/N{A}r∩{A}c . The resulting value differences are presented in Table 4.13.
Let us assign λs = λv = 0.5. In this case, the final distances between
representatives and concepts is presented in Table 4.14. As we can see,
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REPR_1 REPR_2 REPR_3 REPR_4
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER 0.77 (0.36) 0.37 (0.19) 0.62 (0.29) 0.59 (0.3)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP 0.81 (0.4) 0.68 (0.38) 0.4 (0.15) 0.47 (0.29)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE 1 (0.53) 0.75 (0.4) 0.6 (0.27) 0.34 (0.15)
Table 4.13: Normalized value difference dv : KL divergence (numbers) and
Wasserstein L2 distance (numbers in braces).
Tanimoto-KL and Sørenson-L2 approaches give equivalent results.
The Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) classification applied to Tanimoto-KL
method with classification threshold of 0.25 gives us the following matching
scheme:
• REPR_1 → ? (correct);
• REPR_2 → CONCEPT_CLASS_CUCUMBER (correct);
• REPR_3 → CONCEPT_CLASS_TEA_CUP (correct);
• REPR_4 → CONCEPT_ENTITY_AEG_KETTLE (correct).
4.4.6 Fulﬁllment of World Modeling Requirements
In Sec. 2.2.2 we have defined formal requirements, which have to be fulfilled
in order to obtain practically useful world modeling. Hereby, we will discuss
compliance of P M 2 to these requirements.
• correctness – the contents of the dynamic world model is matching
the real scene with an error of sensors uncertainty (e.g. about 0.1 m
spatial uncertainty for entities at 1.5 m distance for ARMAR-III). The
prior knowledge is pre-defined in order to reflect the environment
sufficiently for all planned tasks. The functionality of the system is
found to be sufficient for the ARMAR robot and the NEST system
under test conditions;
• minimality – an information reduction is performed by separating
dynamic information and prior knowledge and by aging mechanisms.
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REPR_1 REPR_2 REPR_3 REPR_4
CONCEPT. . . CUCUMBER 0.64 (0.35) 0.19 (0.1) 0.41 (0.2) 0.46 (0.25)
CONCEPT. . . TEA_CUP 0.69 (0.4) 0.44 (0.25) 0.2 (0.08) 0.32 (0.19)
CONCEPT. . . KETTLE 0.82 (0.49) 0.54 (0.3) 0.39 (0.24) 0.17 (0.08)
Table 4.14: Distances between representatives and concepts: Tanimoto-KL
(numbers) and Sørenson-L2 (numbers in braces).
• universality – the P M 2 platform is able to model probability distribu-
tions in form of Gaussian mixtures or particles, covering all required
information types. Distributions of all types are processed in a unified
fashion within one general information management framework. Any
relations between representatives are modeled as multiple seman-
tic networks. Due to the abstract description nature, the Progressive
Mapping allows handling of unknown entities;
• semanticity – the semantic modeling consists of two important parts:
the attributes global scheme and the concepts ontology. The attributes
scheme defines which attributes, units and coordinates are standard
to the modeling system. The concepts ontology allows for meaningful
entities handling and semantic analysis of the scene at hand;
• robustness and efficiency – the fulfillment of correctness and minimal-
ity requirements combined with multi-threading processing allows
for real-time functioning of the NEST system on average computer
systems and on the ARMAR-III robot;
• dispatch – a central disposition of the world modeling subsystem
within NEST and ARMAR guarantees free model-complied informa-
tion exchange between sub-modules;
• clarity – the data interchange between sub-modules is performed in
XML format understandable both for humans and machines. More-
over, these data streams can be at any time visualized in 3D on dedi-
cated monitor stations.

5Conclusion
5.1 Summary
Within the scope of our work, we have analyzed existing and proposed new
theoretical approaches for world modeling, as well as implemented and
tested them in practice. This includes areas of dynamic and prior knowledge
modeling, information association, fusion and management, qualitative and
quantitative information analysis. Namely, we have proposed a dynamic
modeling of arbitrary entities (even unknown and not deterministically clas-
sifiable). In this environment modeling, information is represented in form
of marginal and joint degree-of-belief (DoB) distributions (including mixed
joints of discrete and continuous distributions) assigned to progressive
containers created within the object-oriented paradigm. The DoB represen-
tation allows for uncertainty incorporation and powerful Bayesian fusion
mechanisms. We have discussed possibilities for qualitative scene analysis
(e.g. temporal situation assessment over semantic networks). On the other
hand, the proposed information entropy framework allowed for quantitative
information assessment (e.g. information sufficiency relative to given tasks).
Moreover, we have researched possibilities of prior knowledge modeling
and employment of persistent information in dynamic models. This al-
lows for probabilistic classification with sub-sequent weighted update with
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prior knowledge. Finally, we have systematically analyzed possibilities of
physical parameters employment, e.g. sensor acceptance and task-required
precision. Hereby, we have introduced the least discernible quantum for
entropy calculus unification as well as for particle filter resampling. We have
introduced sensor- and task-dependent probe functions for generalized
functions calculus applied to distributions difference metric problem and
Gaussian mixture reduction. In addition to theoretical analysis, we have
implemented and experimentally evaluated the proposed methods and ap-
proaches on two hardware set-ups: ARMAR-III and NEST. A complete list of
contributions is presented in Sec. 1.4.2.
5.2 Outlook
Due to complexity of the topic under consideration, there is still much
work until intelligent autonomous robots can approach the desired level of
cognition and situation awareness. Therefore, in the following section we
will mention yet unsolved issues related to the current work.
5.2.1 Open Issues
Bestimmtheit Assessment The Bestimmtheit calculation can be extended
for taking into account relations between representatives and among at-
tributes. For example, Bestimmtheit assessment for joint DoB distributions
requires a generalization of our entropy framework.
Weak Distance There are several open questions in weak distance employ-
ment for GM reduction and tracking. First, it is still not clear why the WC
algorithm leads to relatively large WSD losses. Second, there is no estima-
tion on how discreteness of the information representation limits the WD
algorithm due to arising systematic effects. Third, it is necessary to find
conditions and applications that would benefit from the proposed algo-
rithms the most and what optimal probe function sets correspond the given
applications.
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